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THE COURT ANNOUNCES THE FOLLOWING DECISIONS:

Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4443- Ind. 3985N/12
4444 The People of the State of New York, 4679/13

Respondent,

-against-

Ted Costa, 
Defendant-Appellant.
_________________________

Robert S. Dean, Center for Appellate Litigation, New York
(Brittany N. Francis of counsel), for appellant.

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., District Attorney, New York (Oliver McDonald
of counsel), for respondent. 

_________________________

Judgment, Supreme Court, New York County (Robert M. Stolz,

J.), rendered April 16, 2014, as amended, June 11, 2014,

convicting defendant, upon his plea of guilty, of criminal

possession of a controlled substance in the third degree, and

sentencing him to a term of five years, and judgment, same court

and Justice, rendered February 4, 2015, convicting defendant,

upon his plea of guilty, of criminal possession of a controlled

substance in the second degree, and sentencing him to a

concurrent term of eight years, unanimously affirmed. 



The court properly denied defendant’s suppression motion

regarding the third-degree possession charge.  There is no basis

for disturbing the court’s credibility determinations, which are

supported by the record (see People v Prochilo, 41 NY2d 759, 761

[1977]; see also People v Lewis, 136 AD3d 468 [1st Dept 2016], lv

denied 27 NY3d 1001 [2016]).  Defendant’s challenge to the

officer’s credibility cites matters that were not introduced at

the suppression hearing and thus are not properly before us (see

People v Dukes, 284 AD2d 236 [1st Dept 2001], lv denied 97 NY2d

681 [2001]).

The court properly denied defendant’s motion challenging the

search warrant regarding the second-degree possession charge. 

Based on our in camera review of the unredacted search warrant

affidavit, we conclude that the supporting affidavit clearly

established probable cause under the Aguilar-Spinelli test (see 
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Spinelli v United States, 393 US 410 [1969]; Aguilar v Texas, 378

US 108 [1964]).

We perceive no basis for reducing the sentences.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4445-
4446-
4447 In re Traekwon I.,

  
A Person Alleged to
be a Juvenile Delinquent,
Appellant.

- - - - -
Presentment Agency

_________________________

Larry S. Bachner, Jamaica, for appellant.

Zachary W. Carter, Corporation Counsel, New York (Antonella
Karlin of counsel), for presentment agency.

_________________________

Orders of disposition, Family Court, Bronx County (Peter J.

Passidomo, J.), entered on or about April 22, 2016, which

adjudicated appellant a juvenile delinquent, upon a fact-finding

determination that appellant committed acts that, if committed by

an adult, would constitute the crimes of forcible touching,

criminal possession of a weapon in the fourth degree, menacing in

the second degree and sexual abuse in the third degree, and also

adjudicated appellant a juvenile delinquent upon his admission

that he committed an act that, if committed by an adult, would

constitute the crime of petit larceny, and placed him on

probation for concurrent periods of 12 months in each case,

unanimously affirmed, without costs.  Appeal from fact-finding
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order, same court and Judge, entered on or about December 8,

2015, unanimously dismissed, without costs, as subsumed in the

appeal from the order of disposition.

The court’s fact-finding determination was based on legally

sufficient evidence and was not against the weight of the

evidence (People v Danielson, 9 NY3d 342 [2007]).  There is no

basis for disturbing the court’s credibility determinations.

Menacing in the second degree and criminal possession of a weapon

in the fourth degree were established by the victim’s testimony

that she saw appellant display a razor blade, and that she felt

it as he pressed it against her neck.  Regarding sexual abuse in

the third degree, the element of sexual contact for the purpose

of sexual gratification could be inferred from appellant’s

conduct in squeezing the victim’s breasts and buttocks, and there

was no innocent explanation for that conduct (see Matter of

Xheenan, 273 AD2d 50 [1st Dept 2000]).  Regarding forcible

touching, it could be inferred that appellant had a motive to

abuse or degrade the victim, and there was no legitimate purpose

for his acts. 

Appellant’s constitutional challenges to the forcible

touching statute are unpreserved.  In any case, he has not met

the “heavy burden” of demonstrating that it is unconstitutional
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(People v Bright, 71 NY2d 376, 382 [1988]; see also People v

Stuart, 100 NY2d 412, 420-22 [2003]). 

Appellant’s speedy trial claim is unpreserved because no

motion was made to dismiss the petition on that ground, and we

decline to review it in the interest of justice.  In any event,

the adjournments at issue were consented to by counsel, who

agreed that the first day of the fact-finding hearing would be

day 60 for speedy trial purposes (see Family Ct Act §§ 315.2[1],

340.1[2]; Matter of Diogenes V., 245 AD2d 42, 43 [1st Dept

1997]).

In each of the two dispositional orders, the court

providently exercised its discretion in adjudicating appellant a

juvenile delinquent, rather than granting adjournments in

contemplation of dismissal.  The court imposed the least

restrictive dispositional alternative consistent with appellant’s

needs and the community’s need for protection (see Matter of

Katherine W., 62 NY2d 947 [1984]), given the seriousness of the

underlying behavior, where one case involved wielding a razor

blade and sexual conduct, and the other case involved breaking

into someone’s home.  To the extent that, in addition to

challenging the juvenile delinquency adjudication, appellant is

also challenging the imposition of probation and the conditions
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thereof, those challenges have become moot with the expiration of

the term of probation.

We have considered appellant’s remaining contentions and

find them unavailing.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4448 Warren Redlich, Index 109005/11
Plaintiff-Respondent,

-against-

Roger Stone, et al.,
Defendants-Appellants,

Andrew Miller, et al.,
Defendants.
_________________________

Rupp Baase Pfalzgraf Cunningham LLC, Buffalo (Benjamin D. Burge
of counsel), for Roger Stone and Michael Caputo, appellants.

Paladino, Cavan, Quinlivan & Pierce, Buffalo (Shannon M. Heneghan
of counsel), for Carl Paladino, appellant.

Warren Redlich, New York, respondent pro se.
_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Richard F. Braun,

J.), entered April 22, 2016, which, inter alia, denied the

respective motions of defendant Carl Paladino and defendants

Roger Stone and Michael Caputo for summary judgment dismissing

the complaint as against them, unanimously affirmed, without

costs.

Plaintiff, a 2010 gubernatorial candidate, commenced this

defamation action against, among others, Stone, who was working

on the campaign of one of plaintiff’s opponents, defendant

Kristin Davis, and against Caputo, the campaign manager for
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defendant Paladino.  The action arose from a “Sexual Predator

Alert” sent to New York residents in advance of the election,

which claimed that plaintiff was a “sick twisted pervert” who

“constitutes a public danger,” and urged people to call the

police if they saw him.  A group called “People for a Safer New

York” took responsibility for the mailer.  Plaintiff alleged that

defendants orchestrated the mailer in a concerted effort to cause

him reputational harm, and to improve their odds in the 2010

gubernatorial election.  

Contrary to defendants’ contentions, plaintiff raised

triable issues of fact in opposition to their sworn denials that

they had any involvement in the offensive mailer.  The record

includes evidence that the offensive mailer was mailed

contemporaneously with a campaign mailing from Davis, and shared

the same postal permit number on Staten Island, thereby raising

an issue of fact as to whether defendants were involved with the

subject mailer.  Plaintiff also submitted an affidavit from a

journalist who interviewed Stone and quoted him as saying that he

“urged” People for a Safer New York to send the mailer, a fact

that Stone did not deny at his deposition.  The financial filing

of Paladino’s campaign, and numerous emails, reveal the close

entanglements both financially and strategically between
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defendants, all of which raise questions of fact as to

defendants’ involvement in the mailer. 

Furthermore, although it was notarized in Florida and lacked

a certificate of conformity pursuant to CPLR 2309(c), the motion

court properly considered plaintiff’s affidavit in opposition

(see Matapos Tech. Ltd. v Compania Andina de Comercio Ltda, 68

AD3d 672, 673 [1st Dept 2009]).  In his affidavit, plaintiff

stated that Stone admitted to him in 2014 that he and the other

defendants orchestrated the subject mailer, thus creating a

credibility issue that should not be resolved on summary judgment

(see Staley El. Co. v Kubacka, 188 AD2d 252, 253 [1st Dept

1992]).

We have considered defendants’ remaining arguments and find

them unavailing.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4449 Jose Jimenez, Index 150359/11
Plaintiff,  

Tanya Morales,
Plaintiff-Respondent, 

-against-

Patrick Yanne, et al.,
Defendants-Appellants.
_________________________

McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter, LLP, New York (Rosalie J.
Trigona of counsel), for appellants.

_________________________ 

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Leticia M. Ramirez,

J.), entered April 12, 2016, which denied defendants’ motion to

enforce a settlement agreement as to plaintiff Tanya Morales,

unanimously reversed, on the law, without costs, and the motion

granted.

The email communications between plaintiffs’ counsel and

defendants’ counsel sufficiently set forth an enforceable

agreement to settle plaintiffs’ personal injury claims, including

that of plaintiff Morales (see Williamson v Delsener, 59 AD3d 291

[1st Dept 2009]).  Plaintiffs’ counsel, who had authority to bind

Morales, accepted defendants’ offer (see Kowalchuk v Stroup, 61

AD3d 118, 122 [1st Dept 2009]).  Furthermore, counsel typed his

name at the end of the email accepting defendants’ offer, which
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satisfied CPLR 2104’s requirement that settlement agreements be

in a “writing subscribed by him or his attorney” in order to be

enforceable (CPLR 2104; see Forcelli v Gelco Corp., 109 AD3d 244,

251 [2nd Dept 2013]; Newmark & Co. Real Estate Inc. v 2615 E. 17

St. Realty LLC, 80 AD3d 476, 477 [1st Dept 2011]; Stevens v

Publicis S.A., 50 AD3d 253, 255-256 [1st Dept 2008], lv dismissed

10 NY3d 930 [2008], citing Rosenfeld v Zerneck, 4 Misc 3d 193,

195 [Sup Ct, Kings County 2004]), thus creating a binding

settlement agreement.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4450 The People of the State of New York, In d. 2781/11
Respondent,

-against-

Hassan Rkein,
Defendant-Appellant.
_________________________

Rosemary Herbert, Office of the Appellate Defender, New York
(Eunice Lee of counsel), and Jenner & Block LLP, New York
(Matthew D. Cipolla of counsel), for appellant.

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., District Attorney, New York (Jared Wolkowitz
of counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Judgment, Supreme Court, New York County (Rena K. Uviller,

J. at jury trial; Robert M. Stolz, at sentencing), rendered May

14, 2014, convicting defendant of assault in the second and third

degrees, and sentencing him, as a second felony offender, to an

aggregate term of five years, unanimously affirmed.

The court properly denied defendant’s request for a

justification charge regarding the second-degree assault count,

because there was no reasonable view of the evidence, viewed in

the light most favorable to defendant, to support either the

objective or subjective aspects (see People v Goetz, 68 NY2d 96

[1986]) of that defense (see People v Watts, 57 NY2d 299, 301-302

[1982]).  Under the facts presented, there was no reasonable view
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that defendant used anything less than deadly physical force as

defined in Penal Law § 10.00(11) when he struck the victim in the

head with a pint beer glass, or that defendant was justified in

using such force against the unarmed victim, who had merely

pushed defendant (see e.g. People v Mason, 132 AD3d 777 [2d Dept

2015], appeal dismissed 26 NY3d 972 [2017]; People v White, 66

AD3d 585 [1st Dept 2009], lv denied 14 NY3d 807 [2010]). 

We perceive no basis for reducing the sentence.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4451 & Farouk Al-Salihi, Index 100019/15
M-2521 Plaintiff-Appellant,

-against-

Upstate NY Comprehensive Clinical
Competency Center of Albany 
Medical College, 

Defendant-Respondent.
_________________________

Farouk Al-Salihi, appellant pro se.

Maynard, O’Connor, Smith & Catalinotto, LLP, Albany (Robert A.
Rausch of counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Richard F. Braun,

J.), entered August 30, 2016, which, inter alia, granted

defendant’s motion for summary judgment dismissing the complaint,

unanimously affirmed, without costs. 

The motion court correctly determined that defendant was

entitled to immunity for its role in evaluating plaintiff’s

competency to engage in the practice of medicine (Education Law

6527[5]; Public Health Law 2805-m[3]; see Farooq v Coffey, 206

AD2d 879 [4th Dept 1994]; Dos v St. John’s Episcopal Hosp.,

Smithtown, 199 AD2d 460, 461 [2d Dept 1993]).
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M-2521 -  Farouk Al-Salihi v Upstate NY Comprehensive        
     Clinical Competency Center of Albany Medical       
     College

Motion for leave to file a supplemental
appendix granted to the extent of allowing
inclusion of material from the peer review
process.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4452 The People of the State of New York,   Ind. 207/08
          Respondent,

-against-

Pierre Candel,
Defendant-Appellant. 
_________________________

Robert S. Dean, Center for Appellate Litigation, New York (Mark
W. Zeno of counsel), for appellant.

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., District Attorney, New York (Hope Korenstein
of counsel), respondent.

_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Bruce Allen, J.),

entered on or about May 22, 2015, which denied defendant’s CPL

440.10 motion to vacate a judgment of conviction rendered July

30, 2008, unanimously reversed, on the law, and the matter

remanded for an evidentiary hearing.

Defendant alleged in support of his CPL 440.10 motion that

counsel at his plea affirmatively misadvised him (see generally

People v McDonald, 1 NY3d 109, 111 [2003]) that he “could” be

deported, but “maybe” could avoid deportation if he stayed out of

further trouble.  However, since defendant pleaded guilty to an

aggravated felony under federal law, deportation was mandatory

irrespective of subsequent good behavior (see People v Corporan,

135 AD3d 485 [1st Dept 2016]).  Defendant also alleged that,
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although he was innocent, he accepted what he thought was a

favorable plea because it involved a sentence of probation,

whereas, had he known that deportation was mandatory, he would

have asked counsel to negotiate a disposition with less onerous

deportation consequences or would have proceeded to trial, in

light of the fact that he has family here.

Defendant raised sufficient questions of fact concerning the

effectiveness of counsel’s assistance to warrant a hearing on the

content of counsel’s immigration advice, and whether defendant

was prejudiced (see id.).

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4453 Adam Brook, M.D., Ph.D., et al., Index 650921/12
Plaintiffs-Appellants,

-against-

Peconic Bay Medical Center, et al.,
Defendants-Respondents,

John Does #1-5,
Defendants.
_________________________

Adam Brook, M.D., appellant pro se.

Schwartz & Thomashower LLP, New York (William Thomashower of
counsel), for Adam Brook, M.D., Ph.D., P.L.L.C., appellant.

Garfunkel Wild, P.C., Great Neck (Lauren M. Levine of counsel),
for respondents.

_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Saliann Scarpulla,

J.), entered October 18, 2016, which, insofar as appealed from as

limited by the briefs, granted defendants’ motion to dismiss the

complaint to the extent of dismissing the first, second, fourth,

seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth causes of action, and portions

of the third, fifth, and sixth causes of action, unanimously

modified, on the law, to deny defendants’ motion to dismiss the

first and ninth causes of action, and except to the extent

indicated herein, to deny the motion to dismiss the third, fifth,

and sixth causes of action, and otherwise affirmed, without
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costs.

Plaintiff Dr. Adam Brook, a cardiothoracic and general

surgeon, seeks damages and equitable and declaratory relief

against his former employer, defendant Peconic Bay Medical Center

(PBMC), and a number of its employees, in connection with PBMC’s

filing of an Adverse Action Report (AAR) with the National

Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) in connection with an October 2,

2009 laparoscopic appendectomy during which Dr. Brook removed

part of a patient’s fallopian tube.  The AAR states that Dr.

Brook resigned from PBMC while under, or to avoid, investigation

relating to professional competence or conduct.  Dr. Brook

asserts that he resigned after being fraudulently assured that he

was not, and would not be placed, under investigation. 

By letter, dated June 25, 2012, the U.S. Department of

Health & Human Services (HSS), determined that there was “no

basis on which to conclude that the [AAR] should not have been

filed ... or ... [was] not accurate, complete, timely, or

relevant.”  The letter stated that HSS was

“explicitly making no finding concerning whether PBMC’s
investigation was warranted, whether you met the
standard of care or whether due process was afforded to
you according to PBMC’s Bylaws or NY state laws.  It is
clear from the record that PBMC determined that you
departed from the standard of care; the Secretary is
poorly positioned to question a health care entity’s
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conclusion i[n] these types of matters.  Due process
issues must be resolved between you and the reporting
entity and do not affect the reportability of your
voluntary surrender of clinical privileges.  Under the
dispute resolution process, the Secretary can only
review (1) whether the action is reportable under
applicable law and regulations and (2) whether the
Report accurately describes the reporter’s action and
reasons for action” (emphasis added).

In July 2012, plaintiffs, proceeding as John Does, brought

an action against HHS, the NPDB, and associated individuals, in

the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, asserting

that the federal defendants’ acceptance and maintenance of the

AAR was unlawful, arbitrary and capricious, and seeking review

under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) (5 USC § 706[2]

[A]).

By order, dated June 17, 2015, the court granted the federal

defendants’ motion for summary judgment, in part, to the extent

of dismissing the first cause of action to set aside the AAR as

arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of discretion, except for

the question of whether the statement “‘the Hospital’s quality

assurance review ... indicates departures ... from standard of

care ...’ is reportable” (139 F Supp 3d 120, 170 [DC 2015]). 

Upon remand, that issue was not decided in plaintiffs’ favor.

The court rejected Dr. Brook’s challenge to PBMC’s

description of his cutting of a fallopian tube as “inadvertent” 
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(id. at 129, n 5), and found that the Secretary’s conclusion that

Dr. Brook was under investigation at the time that he resigned

and acceptance of an untimely AAR were not arbitrary or

capricious (id. at 143, 152). 

The doctrine of collateral estoppel is inapplicable to the

claims herein, except as noted above, based upon a lack of an

identity of issues (see generally D’Arata v New York Cent. Mut.

Fire Ins. Co., 76 NY2d 659, 664 [1990]).  Indeed, as conceded by

the Secretary, the scope of HSS’s review of the filing of the AAR

was limited, as was that of the district court (see Natural

Resources Defense Council, Inc. v Muszynski, 268 F3d 91, 97 [2d

Cir 2001]).  Accordingly, the motion court should not have

dismissed portions of the third (fraud), fifth (negligent

misrepresentation), and sixth (promissory estoppel) causes of

action, on the grounds of collateral estoppel, and that those

claims, except to the extent that they rely upon plaintiffs’

challenge to the timeliness of the AAR and the claim that Dr.

Brook inadvertently removed a portion of the patient’s fallopian

tube, should be reinstated.  The motion court also should not

have precluded plaintiffs from supporting their ninth (tortious

interference with prospective economic advantage) and tenth

(prima facie tort) causes of action with allegations concerning
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the filing of the AAR.

Plaintiffs, who seek to enforce Dr. Brook’s right to notice

of an investigation, something provided for in PBMC’s bylaws,

stated a cause of action for breach of contract (see Giannelli v

St. Vincent’s Hosp. & Med. Ctr. of N.Y., 160 AD2d 227, 232 [1st

Dept 1990]; Anesthesia Assoc. of Mt. Kisco, LLP v Northern

Westchester Hosp. Ctr., 59 AD3d 473, 480 [2d Dept 2009]).  Unlike

in Mason v Central Suffolk Hosp. (3 NY3d 343 [2004]), the

determination to terminate hospital privileges is not at issue

here.  However, the cause of action for breach of the covenant of

good faith and fair dealing was properly dismissed as it merely

restates the breach of contract claim.

Plaintiffs’ allegations, including that defendants submitted

documents to a federal agency falsely reflecting that Dr. Brook

had been suspended (see 18 USC § 1001[a] [federal filing of false

statements is criminal]) and fraudulently told him that he was

not under investigation, allege wrongful conduct sufficient to

state a claim for tortious interference with prospective economic

advantage (see Purgess v Sharrock, 33 F3d 134, 141 [2d Cir

1994]).

The alleged defamatory statements are governed, at the very

least, by a qualified privilege which defense may can only be
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overcome by a showing of malice (see Foster v Churchill, 87 NY2d

744, 751-752 [1996]).  Plaintiffs’ conclusory allegations of

malice were insufficient to overcome this privilege (see Sborgi v

Green, 281 AD2d 230 [1st Dept 2001]), and the allegation that

defendants conspired to eliminate Dr. Brook as a competitor

demonstrate that actual malice was not their sole motive for

making the statements (see Liberman v Gelstein, 80 NY2d 429, 439

[1992]).

The cause of action for breach of fiduciary duty was

properly dismissed as an employer-employee relationship, without

more, does not give rise to a fiduciary duty (see Rather v CBS

Corp., 68 AD3d 49, 55 [1st Dept 2009], lv denied 13 NY3d 715

[2010]; Freedman v Pearlman, 271 AD2d 301, 305 [1st Dept 2000]).

A cause of action for unfair competition has not been stated

as plaintiffs failed to “allege the bad faith misappropriation of

a commercial advantage which belonged exclusively to” Dr. Brook

(LoPresti v Massachusetts Mut. Life Ins. Co., 30 AD3d 474, 476

[2d Dept 2006]). 
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Finally, plaintiffs failed to state a cause of action for

prima facie tort as they failed to plead that disinterested

malevolence was defendants’ sole motive (see Burns Jackson Miller

Summit & Spitzer v Linder, 59 NY2d 314, 333 [1983]).

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kahn, Kern, JJ.

4454 Arnulfo Ahumada, Index 302342/07
Plaintiff-Appellant,

-against-

Arthur Drogan, as Temporary 
Administrator of the Estate 
of Elaine Drogan, etc.,

Defendant-Respondent.
_________________________

The Law Office of Eric H. Green, New York (Mark Gertler of
counsel), for appellant.

Picciano & Scahill, P.C., Bethpage (Andrea E. Ferucci of
counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Judgment, Supreme Court, Bronx County (Fernando Tapia, J.),

entered November 16, 2015, granting defendant’s motion pursuant

to CPLR 4404(a) to set aside the jury verdict awarding plaintiff

$500,000 for past pain and suffering and $250,000 for future pain

and suffering over 10 years as against the weight of the evidence

and excessive and remanding for a new trial on damages,

unanimously modified, on the facts and in the exercise of

discretion, to so remand unless plaintiff stipulates, within 20

days of service of a copy of this order with notice of entry, to

reduce the jury award for past pain and suffering to $300,000,

and future pain and suffering to $150,000, and otherwise

affirmed, without costs.
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Supreme Court properly directed a verdict in plaintiff’s

favor that he had suffered a fractured fibula, constituting a

serious injury (see Insurance Law § 5102[d]).  Defendant offered

no evidence to dispute plaintiff’s medical expert that plaintiff

sustained such an injury, as shown on imaging tests, which

defendant’s expert testified he could not dispute.  Also, Supreme

Court did not err in allowing plaintiff’s radiologist to testify

regarding the MRI films he had interpreted that were not entered

into evidence (Schozer v William Penn Life Ins. Co. of N.Y., 84

NY2d 639, 643-644 [1994]), especially where they had been

subpoenaed and where defendant’s expert had reviewed them but

defendant chose not to call him to testify.

However, unlike the trial court which opined that the

verdict should be at maximum $250,000, we find the verdict

excessive only to the extent indicated (see Gaston v City of New

York, 59 AD3d 281 [1st Dept 2009]; Smith v Vohrer, 62 AD3d 528

[1st Dept 2009]; Lopez v Consolidated Edison Co. of New York,

Inc., 40 AD3d 221 [1st Dept 2007]; Uriondo v Timberline
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Camplands, Inc., 19 AD3d 282 [1st Dept 2005], lv denied 6 NY3d

704 [2006]).  

We have considered defendant’s remaining arguments and find

them unavailing.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Mazzarelli, Webber, Kern, JJ.

4455 The People of the State of New York, Ind. 4117/13
Respondent,

-against-

Luis Lema, 
Defendant-Appellant.
_________________________

Musa-Obregon & Associates, Maspeth (Peter Kapitonov of counsel),
for appellant.

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., District Attorney, New York (Stephen J.
Kress of counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Judgment, Supreme Court, New York County (Ann M. Donnelly,

J.), rendered September 8, 2015, as amended September 29, 2015,

convicting defendant, after a jury trial, of two counts of

unlawful surveillance in the second degree, and sentencing him to

concurrent terms of one to three years, unanimously affirmed.

The verdict was based on legally sufficient evidence and was

not against the weight of the evidence (see People v Danielson, 9

NY3d 342, 348-349 [2007]).  Although defendant used a phone

camera to record underneath women’s skirts on a subway train, no

image of their “sexual or other intimate parts” (Penal Law §

250.45[4]) resulted because of the dark lighting conditions.  We

conclude that the statute is satisfied so long as a defendant

attempts to create such an image.
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Penal Law § 250.45(4) provides that a person is guilty of

unlawful surveillance in the second degree when, “[w]ithout the

knowledge or consent of a person, he or she intentionally uses or

installs, or permits the utilization or installation of an

imaging device to surreptitiously view, broadcast or record,

under the clothing being worn by such person, the sexual or other

intimate parts of such person.”  Notably, the statute does not

require that there be any actual viewing, broadcasting, or

recording.  The statute uses the word “to,” which connotes

purpose, but does not necessarily require consummation.  Thus it

can fairly be said that defendant used the device “to . . .

record,” that is, for the purpose of creating a recording, even

though that recording was never successfully made.  This

interpretation is most consonant with the intent and purpose of

the statute (see William C. Donnino, Practice Commentary,

McKinney’s Cons Laws of NY, Book 39, Penal Law § 250.45 at 348-

349).

For the same reasons, the court did not err in responding to

a jury note by instructing the jury that “there is no requirement
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that you actually get a clear picture” of a person’s sexual or

intimate parts to be guilty of unlawful surveillance in the

second degree.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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4456 In re Kimberly O.,
Petitioner-Respondent,

-against-

Jahed M.,
Respondent-Appellant.
_________________________

Geoffrey P. Berman, Larchmont, for appellant.
_________________________

Order, Family Court, New York County (Stewart H. Weinstein,

J.), entered on or about December 9, 2015, which, upon a finding

that respondent committed the family offenses of harassment in

the second degree and stalking, granted petitioner a two-year

order of protection, unanimously affirmed, without costs.

Family Court properly exercised jurisdiction over this

matter pursuant to Family Court Act § 812(1)(e), since undisputed

evidence established that the parties were former boyfriend and

girlfriend and, accordingly, had an “intimate relationship”

within the meaning of that statute (see Matter of Xin Li v Ramos,

125 AD3d 681 [2d Dept 2015]; Matter of Jessica D. v Jeremy H., 77

AD3d 87, 88 [3d Dept 2010]), even if the relationship ended

before the petition was filed (see Matter of Willis v Rhinehart,

76 AD3d 641, 643 [2d Dept 2010]).

Family Court’s denial of respondent’s request for a
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continuance to prepare his cross-examination of petitioner was a

provident exercise of discretion, as counsel showed no good cause

for his request (see Family Ct Act § 836; Matter of Steven B., 6

NY3d 888 [2006]).  Counsel had six weeks to meet with his client

and prepare his cross-examination, he offered no explanation why

he had failed to do so, and his stated need to review unspecified

documents in order to prepare does not suffice, as counsel never

explained the relevance of those documents, and respondent never

referred to them in the course of his own, subsequent testimony. 

Family Court did not state on the record the facts it deemed

essential in granting the petition (see Matter of Rosenbloom v

Rosenbloom, 122 AD3d 864 [2d Dept 2014]), but remittal is not

necessary because the record is sufficient for this Court to

conduct an independent review of the evidence (Matter of Jose

L.I., 46 NY2d 1024 [1979]).  Based on that independent review, we

conclude that the finding that respondent committed the offenses

of harassment in the second degree and stalking is supported by a

fair preponderance of the evidence (see Family Court Act § 832). 

Petitioner testified when she came home in the early morning

of August 11, 2013, she was startled to find respondent on the

landing of her apartment, at which point he, among other physical

acts, charged at her, put his forearm on her throat to try to
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stop her from breathing, and either pushed her or otherwise

caused her to fall on the floor.  These acts constitute

harassment in the second degree (see Penal Law § 240.26[1]; see

also Matter of Tamara A. v Anthony Wayne S., 110 AD3d 560 [1st

Dept 2013]).  Her testimony that respondent would follow her as

she walked to the train on the way to work in the mornings while

screaming insults and obscenities at her supports a finding that

respondent committed acts that constitute harassment in the

second degree pursuant to Penal Law § 240.26(2).  Petitioner also

testified that, in addition to this conduct, respondent appeared

on her landing on another occasion, banged on her door until she

called the police, and, in August, 2015, on yet another occasion,

accosted her and her friend while they were walking near her

apartment, and, while charging at them, made hostile comments

until they were safely inside her building.  She testified that

respondent’s conduct had “scared me half to death,” and that she

was “terrified of him,” and her testimony establishes a course of

conduct within Penal Law § 240.26(3).  Moreover, the conduct that

supports harassment under Penal Law § 240.26(2) also constitutes

stalking (see Penal Law § 120.45).

We perceive no reason to disturb Family Court’s credibility

determinations (Matter of Melind M. v Joseph P., 95 AD3d 553, 555
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[1st Dept 2012]).  Respondent’s defense was comprised of only

general denials and incoherent statements, and was discredited by

his own claimed need for an order of protection.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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4457- Ind. 4279/13
4458 The People of the State of New York, 

Respondent,

-against-

Aslam Forde,
Defendant-Appellant.

- - - - -
The People of the State of New York, 

Respondent,

-against-

Kabba Sow,
Defendants-Appellants.
_________________________

Richard M. Greenberg, Office of the Appellate Defender, New York
(Joseph M. Nursey of counsel), for Aslam Forde, appellant.

Robert S. Dean, Center for Appellate Litigation, New York (Marisa
K. Cabrera of counsel), for Kabba Sow, appellant.

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., District Attorney, New York (Rebecca Hausner
of counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Judgments, Supreme Court, New York County (Juan M. Merchan,

J.), rendered December 18, 2014, convicting defendants, after a

jury trial, of grand larceny in the fourth degree and petit

larceny, and sentencing defendant Forde, as a second felony

offender, to an aggregate term of 1½ to 3 years, and sentencing

defendant Sow to an aggregate term of 90 days, concurrent with 5

years’ probation, unanimously affirmed.
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The verdicts were supported by legally sufficient evidence

and were not against the weight of the evidence (see People v

Danielson, 9 NY3d 342, 349 [2007]).  It was reasonable for the

jury to infer defendants’ accessorial liability, based on the

totality of their course of conduct in two stores, as established

by eyewitness testimony and surveillance videotapes.  The

evidence supports inferences that both defendants knew that a

third codefendant was making fraudulent purchases by means of a

large number of debit cards not in his own name, and that both

defendants assisted the third codefendant by gathering

merchandise (in a hasty manner not indicative of legitimate

shopping) and distracting the cashier while the sale was being

consummated (see e.g. People v Hazel, 26 AD3d 191 [1st Dept

2006], lv denied 6 NY3d 848 [2006]).  The fact that defendants

were acquitted of some charges does not warrant a different

conclusion (see People v Rayam, 94 NY2d 557 [2000]).

Defendants’ challenges to the prosecutor’s summation are

entirely unpreserved because, during the summation, defendants

either failed to object or made generalized objections.  Although

defendants’ postsummation mistrial motions made some specific

claims, this did not preserve those issues, which should have

been raised during the summation (see People v Romero, 7 NY3d
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911, 912 [2006]; People v LaValle, 3 NY3d 88, 116 [2004]).  We

decline to review any of defendants’ summation claims in the

interest of justice.  As an alternative holding, we conclude that

the remarks at issue generally constituted fair comment on the

evidence, including the drawing of reasonable inferences, and

were responsive to the defense summations.  To the extent that

there were any improprieties, they did not deprive either

defendant of a fair trial (see People v Overlee, 236 AD2d 133

[1st Dept 1997], lv denied 91 NY2d 976 [1998]; People v

D’Alessandro, 184 AD2d 114, 118-119 [1st Dept 1992], lv denied 81

NY2d 884 [1993]).

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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4459- Index 653341/15
4460 Honeywell International Inc.,

Plaintiff-Appellant,

-against-

ARC Energy Services, Inc.,
Defendant-Respondent,

National Oilwell Varco,
Defendant.
_________________________

Miranda Sambursky Slone Sklarin Verveniotis LLP, Mineola (Neil L.
Sambursky of counsel), for appellant.

Callahan & Fusco, LLC, New York (Christopher L. Parisi of
counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Charles E. Ramos,

J.), entered July 8, 2016, which granted defendant ARC Energy

Services, Inc.’s (ARC) motion to dismiss the complaint as against

it on the ground of forum non conveniens, and order, same court

and Justice, entered December 27, 2016, which upon granting leave

to reargue, adhered to the July 8, 2016 decision, unanimously

reversed, on the law, with costs, and the motion to dismiss

denied.  

Plaintiff and defendant ARC entered into a services

agreement which included an explicit choice of law and forum

provision selecting New York law and New York courts.  Supreme
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Court erred in considering ARC’s forum non conveniens argument. 

“[W]here a party to a contract has agreed to submit to the

jurisdiction of a court, that party is precluded from attacking

the court’s jurisdiction on forum non conveniens grounds”

(Sterling Natl. Bank v Eastern Shipping Worldwide, Inc., 35 AD3d

222, 223 [1st Dept 2006]; see also National Union Fire Ins. Co.

of Pittsburgh, Pa. v Worley, 257 AD2d 228, 232 [1st Dept 1999]). 

Moreover, the services agreement satisfied the requirements of NY

General Obligations Law §§ 5-1401 and 5-1402, and therefore, the

court did not have discretion under CPLR 327(b) to consider the

forum non conveniens argument.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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4461- Index 109749/09
4462N Orly Genger, etc.,

Plaintiff-Respondent,

-against-

Dalia Genger,
Defendant-Appellant,

Sagi Genger, et al.,
Defendants.
_________________________

Pedowitz & Meister, LLP, New York (Robert A. Meister of counsel),
for appellant.

Kasowitz Benson Torres LLP, New York (Michael P. Bowen of
counsel), for respondent.

_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Barbara Jaffe, J.),

entered on or about September 12, 2016, which, to the extent

appealed from as limited by the briefs, granted plaintiff’s

motion to attach the assets of defendant Dalia Genger (Dalia),

unanimously reversed, on the law and the facts, with costs, and

the motion denied.

To obtain an order of attachment, a plaintiff must “show, by

affidavit and such other written evidence as may be submitted,

... that it is probable that the plaintiff will succeed on the

merits” (CPLR 6212[a]).  The only claim in this action that seeks

a money judgment against Dalia (see CPLR 6201) is the fourth, for
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fraud.

The elements of fraud are “a misrepresentation or a material

omission of fact which was false and known to be false by

defendant, made for the purpose of inducing the other party to

rely upon it, justifiable reliance of the other party on the

misrepresentation or material omission, and injury” (Lama Holding

Co. v Smith Barney, 88 NY2d 413, 421 [1996]; see Pasternack v

Laboratory Corp. of Am. Holdings, 27 NY3d 817, 827 [2016]).  To

the extent the fraud claim is based on an affirmative

misrepresentation, Dalia submitted an affidavit in opposition to

plaintiff’s motion saying, “At her deposition, ... Plaintiff had

no specific recollection of my making any ... statement about the

D&K Note being not enforceable or being worthless.”  In her

reply, plaintiff did not dispute this.

To the extent the fraud claim is based on material

omissions, it states a cause of action.  However, stating a cause

of action does not equate to a probability of success on the

merits.  In her moving papers, plaintiff submitted no affidavit

or written evidence that Dalia had committed fraud.  Rather, she

relied solely on the fact that partial summary judgment had been

granted against three other defendants.  However, “[t]o sustain a

warrant of attachment against the property of a defendant, the
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moving papers must establish both a cause of action and a ground

of attachment as to that particular defendant” (Ford Motor Credit

Co. v Hickey Ford Sales, 62 NY2d 291, 296 [1984]).

Since plaintiff’s motion for an attachment should have been

denied because she failed to show that “it is probable that [she]

will succeed on the merits” (CPLR 6212[a]), we need not reach the

issues of whether plaintiff showed a ground for attachment

against Dalia pursuant to CPLR 6201(3) and whether Dalia’s

individual retirement account should have been exempt from

attachment pursuant to CPLR 5205(c).

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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4463- Index 157797/16
4464N In re Murray Energy Corporation,

Petitioner-Respondent,

-against-

Reorg Research, Inc.,
Respondent-Appellant.

- - - - -
Bloomberg L.P., Dow Jones & Company,
Inc., The Economist Newspaper 
Limited, Euromoney Institutional 
Investor PLC, The Financial Times 
LTD, Intelligence Press, Inc., 
Politico LLC, Providence Publications,
LLC, Reuters America LLC, and Sporting
Goods Intelligence Inc.,

Amici Curiae.
_________________________

Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, New York (Laura R. Handman of
counsel), for appellant.

McGuire Woods LLP, New York (Jeffrey J. Chapman of counsel), for
respondent.

Levine Sullivan Koch & Schulz, LLP, New York (Michael Berry of
counsel), for amici curiae.

_________________________ 

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Carol R. Edmead, J.),

entered February 14, 2017, which granted the petition for pre-

action disclosure, unanimously reversed, on the law and the

facts, without costs, the petition denied, and the proceeding

dismissed.  Appeal from interim order, same court and Justice,

entered December 15, 2016, unanimously dismissed, without costs,
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as academic.

Respondent provides subscribers with real-time information

about debt-distressed companies via daily emails.  The petition

alleges that two articles published by respondent about

petitioner contain information that was only available to a

select group of people, all of whom were bound by confidentiality

agreements.  Petitioner seeks pre-action disclosure to determine

the identities of respondent’s sources to facilitate bringing

breach of contract actions against them (see CPLR 3102[c]).

Contrary to respondent’s contention, the petition states a

cause of action for breach of contract (see Sandals Resorts Intl.

Ltd. v Google, Inc., 86 AD3d 32, 38 [1st Dept 2011]).

However, we find that respondent is exempt from having to

disclose the names of its confidential sources by New York’s

Shield Law (see Civil Rights Law § 79-h), because it is a

“professional medium or agency which has as one of its main

functions the dissemination of news to the public” (id. [subd]

[b], [a][6]).

Petitioner is correct that the audience for respondent’s

content is not the general public, but rather its relatively

limited subscriber base, consisting of 375 unique subscribers

with more than 9,000 individual authorized users.  In addition,
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respondent’s subscription fees are relatively high, ranging from

$30,000 to $120,000 per year, depending on the size of the

organization and the number of authorized users.  Respondent also

places contractual restrictions on further dissemination of its

content, although these restrictions are far less broad than

petitioner suggests, since limited personal distribution and

excerpting of “brief quotations” are expressly permitted.

However, respondent’s expert affidavits establish that these

features are not uncommon among, and in fact are essential to the

economic viability of, specialty or niche publications that

target relatively narrow audiences by focusing on a topic not

ordinarily covered by the general news media - such as the debt-

distressed market.  This expert opinion is corroborated by amici,

which include several prominent news organizations that “either

originally entered the media landscape focused on a particular

subset of readers, and/or publish[] at least one subscription-

only publication or premium-content service on a specialized

topic.” 

Moreover, respondent and amici argue persuasively that the

public benefits secondarily from the information that respondent

provides to its limited audience, because that audience is

comprised of the people who are most interested in this
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information and most able to use and benefit from it.  More

importantly, given the substantial investment required to unearth

this information and the limited number of interested readers,

the alternative is not broader coverage but no coverage at all.

Significantly, respondent established that its editorial

staff is solely responsible for deciding what to report on and

that it does not accept compensation for writing about specific

topics or permit its subscribers to dictate the content of its

reporting.  Other courts have found the extent of a publication’s

independence and editorial control to be important in determining

whether to apply the Shield Law (see e.g. Pan Am Corp. v Delta

Air Lines, Inc., 161 BR 577, 584 [SD NY 1993]; In re Scott Paper

Co. Sec. Litig., 145 FRD 366, 370 [ED Pa 1992]; cf. In re Fitch,

Inc., 330 F3d 104, 111 [2d Cir 2003] [credit reporting agency not

protected by Shield Law where communications with the client

“reveal a level of involvement with the client’s transactions

that is not typical of the relationship between a journalist and

the activities upon which the journalist reports”]; LaSalle Natl.

Bank v Duff & Phelps Credit Rating Co., 951 F Supp 1071, 1096 [SD

NY 1996] [credit reporting agency not protected by Shield Law

where, inter alia, its rating “was privately contracted for and

intended for us in the private placement Offering Memoranda”]). 
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We concur.

Extending protection to respondent under the Shield Law is

consistent with New York’s “long tradition, with roots dating

back to the colonial era, of providing the utmost protection of

freedom of the press” - protection that has been recognized as

“the strongest in the nation” (Matter of Holmes v Winter, 22 NY3d

300, 307, 310 [2013], cert denied __ US __, 134 S Ct 2664

[2014]).  To condition coverage on a fact-intensive inquiry

analyzing a publication’s number of subscribers, subscription

fees, and the extent to which it allows further dissemination of

information is unworkable and would create substantial

prospective uncertainty, leading to a potential “chilling”

effect.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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In re TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding,
LLP,

Petitioner-Appellant-Respondent,

-against-

WN Partner, LLC, et al.,
Respondents,

Washington Nationals Baseball Club, LLC, et al.,
Respondents-Respondents-Appellants,

The Baltimore Orioles Baseball Club,
et al.,

Nominal Respondents-Appellants-Respondents.
- - - - - 

In re TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding,
LLP,

Petitioner-Respondent,

-against-

WN Partner, LLC, et al.,
Respondents,

Washington Nationals Baseball Club, LLC,
Respondent-Appellant,



The Baltimore Orioles Baseball Club,
et al.,

Nominal Respondents-Respondents.
- - - - -

E. Leo Milonas, Diamond Dealers Club, Inc.,
Kenneth R. Feinberg and Robert S. Smith,

Amici Curiae.  
________________________________________x

Cross appeals from the order of the Supreme Court, New York 
County (Lawrence K. Marks, J.), entered on or
about November 4, 2015, which, insofar as
appealed from as limited by the briefs,
denied respondent Washington Nationals
Baseball Club, LLC’s (the Nationals) motion
to confirm an arbitration award issued June
30, 2014 by Major League Baseball's Revenue
Sharing Definitions Committee, granted the
part of petitioner’s motion seeking to vacate
the award, and denied the part of
petitioner’s motion seeking to direct that a
second arbitration proceed before an
impartial panel unaffiliated with Major
League Baseball.  Respondent the Nationals
appeals from the order of the same court and
Justice, entered July 11, 2016, which denied
its motion to compel the parties to
re-arbitrate the claim before the Revenue
Sharing Definitions Committee, and granted
petitioner's cross motion to stay the parties
from compelling or conducting another
arbitration of this dispute until the final
determination of the appeals from the
November 4, 2015 order. 

Chadbourne & Parke LLP, New York (Thomas J.
Hall of counsel), and Cooley LLP, New York
(Rachel W. Thorn, Alan Levine and Caroline
Pignatelli of counsel), for TCR Sports
Broadcasting Holding, LLP, appellant-
respondent/respondent.
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Sidley Austin LLP, Washington, DC (Carter G.
Phillips of the bar of the District of
Columbia and the State of Maryland, admitted
pro hac vice, of counsel), for TCR Sports
Broadcasting Holding, LLP, the Baltimore
Orioles Baseball Club and the Baltimore
Orioles Limited Partnership, appellants-
respondents/respondents.

Sidley Austin LLP, New York (Benjamin R.
Nagin, Eamon P. Joyce, Kwaku A. Akowuah and
Tobias S. Loss-Eaton of counsel), for the 
Baltimore Orioles Baseball Club and the
Baltimore Orioles Limited Partnership,
appellants-respondents/respondents.

Rifkin Weiner Livingston LLC, Baltimore,
MD (Aron U. Raskas of the bar of the 
District of Columbia and the State of 
Maryland, admitted pro hac vice, and 
Arnold M. Weiner of the bar of the State
of Maryland, admitted pro hac vice, of 
counsel), and Sidley Austin LLP, New York
(Charles S. Fax of counsel), for Baltimore
Orioles Limited Partnership, appellant-
respondent/respondent.

Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP, New
York (Stephen R. Neuwirth, Sanford I.
Weisburst, Julia J. Peck and Cleland B.
Welton II of counsel), for Washington
Nationals Baseball Club, LLC, respondent-
appellant/respondent.

Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Washington, DC (Paul
Clement of the bar of the District of
Columbia, admitted pro hac vice, Erin E.
Murphy of the bar of the District of Columbia
and the State of Virginia, admitted pro hac
vice, and Michael H. McGinley of the bar of
the District of Columbia, admitted pro hac
vice, of counsel), Williams & Connolly, New
York (John J. Buckley, Jr. of counsel), and
Lupkin and Associates, New York (Jonathan D.
Lupkin of counsel), for the Office of
Commissioner of Baseball and the Commissioner
of Major League Baseball, respondents-
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appellants.

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, New York
(David G. Keyko of counsel), for E. Leo
Milonas, amicus curiae.

Jenner Block LLP, New York (Stephen L.
Ascher, Irene M. Ten Cate and Jeremy H.
Ershow of counsel), for Diamond Dealers Club,
Inc., amicus curiae.

Moses & Singer LLP, New York (Lawrence I.
Ginsburg, Jay R. Fialkoff and Robert B.
McFarlane of counsel), for Kenneth R.
Feinberg, amicus curiae.

Friedman Kaplan Seiler and Adelman, New York
(Robert S. Smith, Robert J. Lack and Nora
Bojar of counsel), for Robert S. Smith,
amicus curiae.
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PER CURIAM

 The order of the Supreme Court, New York County (Lawrence K.

Marks, J.), entered on or about November 4, 2015, which, insofar

as appealed from as limited by the briefs, denied respondent

Washington Nationals Baseball Club, LLC’s motion to confirm an

arbitration award issued June 30, 2014 by Major League Baseball's

Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee, granted the part of

petitioner’s motion seeking to vacate the award, and denied the

part of petitioner motion seeking to direct that a second

arbitration proceed before an impartial panel unaffiliated with

Major League Baseball, should be affirmed, without costs.  The

order of the same court and Justice, entered July 11, 2016, which

denied the Nationals’ motion to compel the parties to

re-arbitrate the claim before the  Revenue Sharing Definitions

Committee, and granted petitioner's cross motion to stay the

parties from compelling or conducting another arbitration of this

dispute until the final determination of the appeals from the

November 4, 2015 order, should be modified, on the law, to grant

the Nationals’ motion, and otherwise affirmed, without costs.

Andrias and Richter, JJ. concur in a separate
Opinion by Andrias, J.  Kahn, J. concurs in a
separate Opinion.  Acosta, P.J. and Gesmer,
J. dissent in part in an Opinion by Acosta,
P.J.
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ANDRIAS, J.

Pursuant to the negotiated terms of the parties’ written

agreement, the subject arbitration, governed by the Federal

Arbitration Act (FAA) (9 USC § 1 et seq.), was initiated before

the Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee (RSDC) of Major League

Baseball (MLB), to resolve a contractual dispute over telecast

rights fees between TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding, LLP d/b/a

the Mid-Atlantic Sports Network (MASN) and the Baltimore Orioles,

and the Washington Nationals.  For the reasons stated herein, we

find that the arbitration award issued by the RSDC on June 30,

2014 was correctly vacated based on “evident partiality” (9 USC § 

10[a][2]) arising out of the Nationals’ counsel’s unrelated

representations at various times of virtually every participant

in the arbitration except for MASN and the Orioles, and the

failure of MLB and the RSDC, despite repeated protests, to

provide MASN and the Orioles with full disclosure or to remedy

the conflict before the arbitration hearing was held.  However,

even if this Court has the inherent power to disqualify an

arbitration forum in an exceptional case, on the record before us

there is no basis, in law or in fact, to direct that the second

arbitration be heard in a forum other than the industry-insider

committee that the parties selected in their agreement to resolve

this particular dispute, fully aware of the role MLB would play

in the arbitration process.  
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Contrary to the view of the dissent, there has been no

showing of bias or corruption on the part of the members of the

reconstituted RSDC, and the Nationals will use new counsel at the

second arbitration.  Speculation that MLB will dictate the

outcome of the second arbitration by exerting pressure on the new

members of the RSDC does not suffice to establish that they will

not exercise their independent judgment or carry out their duties

impartially, or that the proceedings will be fundamentally

unfair.

In 2001, the Orioles and TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding,

LLP (TCR) established the Orioles’ Television Network as a

platform to broadcast Orioles games in a seven-state television

territory.  In 2002, MLB purchased the failing Montreal Expos for

$120 million.  In 2004, MLB announced the relocation of the Expos

to Washington, D.C. to become the Nationals.  The Orioles

objected to the move on the grounds that the introduction of the

Nationals into its previously-exclusive markets would cause it

significant economic harm.

In an effort to resolve several issues associated with the

Expos’ relocation, on March 28, 2005, MLB, TCR, the Nationals,

and the Orioles entered into an agreement which provided, among

other things, that TCR would be converted into a two-club

regional sports network, MASN, which would have the sole and

exclusive right to telecast, in the television territory,
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Nationals’ and Orioles’ games that were not otherwise retained or

reserved by MLB’s national rights agreements.  The Orioles would

be the managing partner and, initially, own 90% of MASN.  The

Nationals would own 10%, with its stake increasing, starting in

2010, by 1% per year, until it reached 33% in 2032.  This

allocation would allow the Orioles to receive reparative

compensation through the distribution of profits in accordance

with its then-applicable supermajority interests.

The agreement set the annual telecast fees to be paid to the

teams between 2005 and 2011.1  For 2005-2006, the Nationals would

be paid $20 million per year.  The Orioles would be paid up to

$75,000 per game, with the final amount to be agreed upon between

TCR and the Orioles.  Beginning in 2007, the Orioles and the

Nationals would each be paid $25 million per year, escalating at

a noncompounded 4% rate.

The agreement also provided a methodology for determining

future fees.  “After 2011, and for each successive five year

period, the Orioles, the Nationals and [MASN] [had to] first

negotiate in good faith using the most recent information

available which is capable of verification to establish the fair

market value [FMV] of the telecast rights.”  If they were unable

1Because telecast rights fees are MASN’s single largest
expense, the amount of those fees directly affects MASN's
profitability.  Thus, any increase in telecast rights fees
necessarily decreases the Orioles’ compensation.
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to agree on FMV during the mandatory negotiation period (30

days), they were to enter into nonbinding mediation under the

auspices of the American Arbitration Association (AAA) or JAMS.   

If negotiation and mediation failed, “then the fair market value

of the Rights [would] be determined by [the RSDC] using the

RSDC’s established methodology for evaluating all other related

party telecast agreements in the industry.”  The RSDC

determination would be final and binding on the parties, who

could seek to vacate or modify the FMV determination “only on the

grounds of corruption, fraud or miscalculation of figures.” 

In anticipation of the negotiations for 2012-2016, MASN,

with MLB’s consent, retained the Bortz Media and Sports Group to

calculate the fees pursuant to the “Bortz methodology,” an

accounting based profit margin analysis derived from a regional

sports network’s actual revenues and expenses.  MASN maintains

that the Bortz methodology is the “established methodology”

adopted by the RSDC in at least 19 prior FMV determinations.

On January 4, 2012, MASN sent the Nationals a proposed

rights fee schedule of $34 million per year.  The Nationals, by

their counsel, Proskauer Rose, LLP (Proskauer) rejected the

proposal, valuing the Nationals’ rights at more than $110 million

per year based on a different methodology which analyzed fees

obtained by MLB clubs in comparable markets.

In 2012, after negotiations failed and the parties waived
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mediation before the AAA or JAMS, the matter proceeded to

arbitration before the RSDC, which was to be comprised of

representatives from the Tampa Bay Rays, Pittsburgh Pirates, and

New York Mets.  In accordance with customary practice, the

arbitration was administered by MLB staff, who also provided

analytical and legal assistance to the RSDC. 

The Nationals were represented by Proskauer.  Because

Proskauer served as MLB’s longtime outside counsel, in January

2012, the Orioles’ counsel sent separate emails to MLB’s

then-Senior Vice President and General Counsel and its

then-Executive Vice President, Labor Relations and Human

Resources (Robert D. Manfred, Jr.), inquiring about Proskauer’s

representation of MLB and MLB Clubs, including those with

representatives on the RSDC.  In reply, counsel was told that

Proskauer had been MLB’s principal labor counsel for years,

represented MLB in the Los Angeles Dodgers bankruptcy matter and

other matters, assisted in a small number of seminars/conference

calls for club counsel about ADA and DOJ enforcement, and

possibly did salary arbitration work for the Rays.  Counsel was

advised to contact the clubs directly for further information

concerning their relationships with Proskauer. 

In a January 27, 2012 letter, the Orioles’ counsel advised

Proskauer that the arbitration

“cannot be insulated from your firm’s deeply ingrained,
concurrent representations of [MLB], and various [MLB]
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clubs (‘Clubs’) including one, if not more of the Clubs
appointed by the Commissioner to serve on the RSDC as
to the present rights fee dispute.  As you know, the
RSDC functions under the direct control of MLB and the
Office of the Commissioner, and as your correspondence
confirms, your firm has ‘performed certain work for the
Office of the Commissioner ....’”

In a separate letter dated that same day, TCR’s counsel

advised Proskauer that he too had “serious concerns” about the

firm’s role in the arbitration, including its

“longstanding representation of MLB itself, MLB’s Labor
Relations Committee (which is tightly lined with the
RSDC), and at least one of the three Clubs that are
voting members of the RSDC.  We do not believe it is
appropriate for a firm that represents the decision-
maker in the instant dispute also to represent a
litigant before that decision maker.” 

On February 2, 2012, the Nationals, the Orioles, and MASN

met with Manfred and MLB staff for a pre-hearing organizational

meeting.  Counsel for MASN and the Orioles provided Manfred with

a letter dated February 1, 2012 which reiterated that Proskauer’s

substantial past and current representation of the Orioles, which

Proskauer unilaterally terminated, and of MLB and various MLB

clubs, “including at least one of the Clubs appointed by the

Commissioner to serve on the RSDC,” tainted the proceedings. 

Particularly, the letter stated that

“Proskauer’s longstanding representations of litigant,
ultimate decision-maker and participating RSDC member
Club(s) raise, at a minimum, serious questions of
partiality, prejudice, and misuse of confidential and
proprietary information, which in view of well
-established fair hearing and due process protections,
compromise this proceeding and the rights and
privileges to which the parties are entitled. Moreover,
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as a practical matter and, at the very least, the
appearance of a conf1ict of interest on the part of
Proskauer cannot be avoided and will thus diminish the
credibility of the RSDC proceeding and undermine
principles of fairness and impartiality.

“The full scope of Proskauer’s representations of MLB,
including the Labor Relations Committee and other
matters, and MLB Clubs, including at least the one Club
participating on the RSDC, is not fully known at
present to TCR or the Orioles and may, in fact, extend
even further. Under the circumstances, therefore, and
in view of recognized principles of fairness and due
process, the Orioles and TCR respectfully request that
the RSDC preclude Proskauer from participating in this
proceeding. Anything less would he procedurally and
substantively inappropriate and compromise the
integrity of this appeal. We submit that this issue
should be addressed prior to the RSDC addressing any
substantive matters.”

Because MLB had yet to reveal the identities of the

individuals representing the clubs that would be on the RSDC, and

had instructed the parties not to communicate with the

arbitrators directly, MASN and the Orioles asked Manfred to

transmit the February 1, 2017 letter to the arbitrators (who were

shown as “cc, Members Revenue Sharing Definition Committee”), and

inform them of their objections to Proskauer’s participation in

the arbitration.2 When MASN and the Orioles asked that Proskauer

be disqualified from representing the Nationals, Manfred replied

that the RSDC lacked the legal authority to disqualify counsel. 

Counsel for MASN then asked Manfred for a continuing objection as

to Proskauer’s participation in the arbitration, which Manfred

2Only during the vacatur proceeding did MASN and the Orioles
learn that MLB claimed that it never did so.
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granted. 

In March 2012, in their submissions statements to the RSDC, 

MASN and the Orioles expressly reserved their objections arising

out of Proskauer’s conflicts and participation in the proceedings

on behalf of the Nationals.  Pursuant to protocol, these

submission statements, as well as the Orioles’ reply, which

reiterated the continuing objection to Proskauer’s involvement,

were sent to Manfred for distribution to the RSDC members.

On April 3, 2012, the RSDC, composed of the president of the

Pittsburgh Pirates, the principal owner of the Tampa Bay Rays and

the chief operating officer of the New York Mets, held a one-day

hearing.  The Nationals asserted that their rights had an FMV

averaging $118 million per year for 2012-16, based on an analysis

of factors including the size and attractiveness of the

Nationals’ television market, a survey of the economic value of

recent deals entered into by teams in other comparable markets,

and the escalating value of live sports programming.  MASN

asserted that the Nationals should be paid an average $39.5

million per year based on the Bortz methodology, including an

assumption that MASN should be guaranteed a 20% profit margin on

baseball programming.  During the arbitration, MASN and the

Orioles repeated their objections to Proskauer’s representation

of the Nationals numerous times.  

In the summer of 2012, the approximate amounts of the rights
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fees determined by the RSDC were announced to the parties. 

However, the release of a final decision was deferred while then

Commissioner Bud Selig attempted to negotiate a broader

settlement. 

During the course of these negotiations, MASN paid the

Nationals for their telecast rights in the amounts that it had

proposed to the RSDC.  When the Nationals made clear that they

viewed the resolution of their 2012-2013 compensation as a

“condition precedent” to any broader settlement, MLB, to keep the

negotiations going, advanced $25 million to the Nationals to

reduce the shortfall between RSDC’s unreleased award and the

amounts that MASN was paying for those two years.  MLB documented

this payment, which was made more than a year after the RSDC had

informed the parties what its decision would be, in a letter

agreement with the Nationals stating that “if the RSDC issues a

decision that covers 2012 and/or 2013, any payments from MASN

otherwise due to the Nationals will be made first to [MLB] to

cover” the $25 million, plus interest.  The agreement provided in

the alternative that MLB could recover the $25 million if MASN

was sold to a third party.

On June 30, 2014, the RSDC issued its final written decision

in which it determined that the Nationals’ rights fees for 2012

would be roughly $53 million, and would rise by approximately $3

million per year through 2016.  The RSDC rejected MASN’s and the
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Orioles’ argument that their interpretation of the Bortz

methodology was the “RSDC’s established methodology,” stating

that Bortz “does not estimate the fair market value of a Club’s

broadcasting rights by reviewing the network’s revenue and

expenses and nothing more,” but includes “additional information

relevant to the Committee's deliberations, including, for

example, comparisons of the Club’s local rights fees with

verified fees of Clubs in comparable Major League markets.”  The

RSDC also rejected the Nationals’ position that the RSDC’S

“‘established methodology’ consists primarily of an analysis of

rights fees obtained by Clubs in comparable markets.”  Instead,

the RSDC stated that its “established methodology includes an

analysis of the income statement of the network, a review of

broadcast agreements in comparable markets to verify the

financial statement analysis, and a consideration of any

additional factors raised by the parties that may impact the

analysis.” 

Although MLB cautioned all parties that they should not

challenge the award in court, and threatened them with the

strongest sanctions available under MLB’s constitution if they

did so, in September 2014, MASN (on behalf of itself and the

Orioles) commenced this proceeding seeking to vacate the

arbitration award on the ground it was procured through bias,

evident partiality, misconduct, fraud, corruption, and undue
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means, and was rendered beyond the scope of the arbitrators’

authority and in manifest disregard of the law.  MASN also sought

to have the matter remanded for a second arbitration before a

different forum.  The Nationals cross-moved to confirm the RSDC’s

award. 

  In support of its petition, MASN alleged that MLB had a

financial stake in the outcome of the arbitration due to the $25

million advance it made to the Nationals; that MLB, the Nationals

and the arbitrators all used the same law firm without full

disclosure as to possible conflicts; that MLB controlled the

arbitration process; and that the arbitrators failed to apply the

Bortz methodology, as required by the agreement.  MASN further

alleged that the RSDC was impossibly tainted by a conflict of

interest because an increase in the rights fees, which are taxed

by MLB, meant that more money would go into MLB’s revenue sharing

pool, and the Rays and Pirates, whose representatives were on the

RSDC, were teams that benefited from revenue-sharing.

By order dated November 4, 2015, the court denied the

Nationals’ motion to confirm and granted the part of MASN’s

motion seeking to vacate the RSDC’s award.  The sole basis for

this determination was the court’s finding that “evident

partiality” had resulted from the Nationals’ representation by

Proskauer.  The court rejected MASN’s and the Orioles’ other

challenges to the award, finding that there was no fraud or
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prejudicial misconduct, that there was no proof that RSDC had

been improperly influenced by MLB’s purported financial stake in

the award, and that the RSDC’s award was “reasonable on its face”

and did not exceed the RSDC’s powers or constitute manifest

disregard of the law.  

In reaching its finding of evident partiality, the court

stated that the arbitration proceedings had been rendered

fundamentally unfair by (i) Proskauer’s representation of “MLB,

its executives and closely related entities in nearly 30 other

matters” and “interests associated with all three arbitrators,”

and (ii) MLB, the arbitrators, the Nationals and/or Proskauer’s

failure to take reasonable steps to address MASN and the Orioles

concerns over Proskauer’s involvement.  The court rejected the

Nationals and MLB’s argument that such conflicts were to be

expected because MASN and the Orioles agreed to an “inside

baseball” arbitration, stating that MASN and the Orioles had not

agreed to “a situation in which MASN’s arbitration opponent, the

Nationals, was represented in arbitration by the same law firm

that was concurrently representing MLB and one or more of the

arbitrators and/or the arbitrators’ clubs in other matters.”  

The court denied the part of petitioner’s motion seeking to

direct that a second arbitration proceed before an impartial

panel unaffiliated with MLB, stating that “re-writing the

parties’ Agreement is outside of [the court’s] authority.”
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MASN appealed on the issue of whether the court properly

rejected its argument that a new arbitration should be before a

different forum.  The Nationals filed a cross appeal challenging

the determination of evident partiality.  Before the appeals were

heard, the Nationals moved for an order compelling MASN and the

Orioles to submit to a new RSDC arbitration.  MASN opposed and

cross-moved pursuant to CPLR 2201 for a stay of proceedings

pending determination of the appeals.

The court denied the Nationals’ motion to compel a new

arbitration before the RSDC.  Pursuant to CPLR 2201, the court

stayed the parties “from compelling or conducting another

arbitration of this dispute, without the agreement of all the

parties to this proceeding, until the final determination of the

appeals.”

To vacate an award because of evident partiality under the

FAA (9 USC § 10[a][2]), the movant bears the burden of showing

that a reasonable person, considering all the circumstances,

would have to conclude that an arbitrator was partial to one

party to the arbitration (see Kolel Beth Yechiel Mechil of

Tartikov, Inc. v YLL Irrevocable Trust, 729 F3d 99, 104 [2d Cir

2013]; U.S. Elecs., Inc. v Sirius Satellite Radio, Inc., 17 NY3d

912 [2011] [adopting the Second Circuit’s “reasonable person

standard”]).  Although this requires “something more than the

mere appearance of bias” (see Morelite Constr. v New York City
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Dist. Council Carpenters Benefit Funds, 748 F2d 79, 83 [2d Cir

1984] [internal quotation marks omitted]), “[p]roof of actual

bias is not required” (Scandinavian Reins. Co. Ltd. v St. Paul

Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 668 F3d 60, 72 [2d Cir 2012]).  Rather, a

finding of partiality can be inferred “from objective facts

inconsistent with impartiality” (Kolel Beth Yechiel Mechil, 729

F3d at 104 [internal quotation marks omitted]). 

“Among the circumstances under which the evident-partiality

standard is likely to be met are those in which an arbitrator

fails to disclose a relationship or interest that is strongly

suggestive of bias in favor of one of the parties” (Scandinavian

Reinsurance Co. Ltd., 668 F3d at 72).  Factors to be considered

include “(1) the extent and character of the personal interest,

pecuniary or otherwise, of the arbitrator in the proceedings; (2)

the directness of the relationship between the arbitrator and the

party he is alleged to favor; (3) the connection of that

relationship to the arbitrator; and (4) the proximity in time

between the relationship and the arbitration proceeding”

(Yosemite Ins. Co. v Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 2016 WL 6684246,

*7, 2016 US Dist LEXIS 157061, *19-20 [SD NY 2016] [internal

quotation marks omitted]).  “While the presence of actual

knowledge of a conflict can be dispositive of the evident

partiality test, the absence of actual knowledge is not” (Applied

Indus. Materials Corp. v Ovalar Makine Ticaret Ve Sanayi, A.S.,
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492 F3d 132, 138 [2d Cir 2007]).

The record shows that Proskauer, while representing the

Nationals in the arbitration, had an extensive relationship with

the clubs that comprised the RSDC and/or their representatives,

and with MLB, which administered the proceeding.  Discovery in

the vacatur proceeding revealed that

(i)  the Proskauer attorneys representing the Nationals

represented the Pirates in Senne v Office of the Commissioner of

Baseball, No. 14-00608 (ND Cal) and Garber v Office of the

Commissioner of Baseball, No. 12-03704 (SD NY).  Proskauer had

also represented the Pirates president, who was its

representative on the RSDC, in Phillips, et al. v Selig, No. 1966

EDA 2007 (Pa Super Ct), and advised the Pirates on Americans with

Disability Act matters.

(ii) Proskauer represented the Rays in Senne and four

separate salary arbitrations, one of which occurred during the

arbitration; and

(iii) Proskauer defended the father of Jeffery Wilpon, the

Mets chief operating officer and its representative on the RSDC,

and the father’s company, in a class action arising out of the

Madoff Ponzi scheme, which was ongoing during the arbitration. 

Proskauer also represented the Mets in Senne.

Proskauer also concurrently represented MLB, its executives

and closely-related entities in approximately 50 engagements.  
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Although MASN and the Orioles repeatedly protested Proskauer’s

involvement and requested complete disclosure so they could

assess the extent of the potential conflicts, MLB and the

arbitrators undisputedly failed to provide full disclosure or

seek to conduct the proceeding with arbitrators who had no prior

relationships with Proskauer.  While the arbitrators aver in this

proceeding that they have no recollection of MASN’s and the

Orioles’ disclosure requests or objections, the record

establishes conclusively that MASN and the Orioles reiterated

their objections in their written submissions to the RSDC before

the merits hearing was held and at the hearing itself.

The evidence that the same lawyers in the same firm were

representing interests of the arbitrators and MLB at the same

time as they represented the Nationals in the arbitration is an

objective fact inconsistent with impartiality.  The arbitrators

had a duty to, but did not, investigate or disclose their

relationships with Proskauer, and MLB failed to exercise what

power it had to ensure confidence in the fairness of the

proceedings in light of MASN’s stated concerns (see Applied

Indus. Materials Corp., 492 F3d at 137 [where “[a]n arbitrator 

. . . knows of a material relationship with a party” but fails to

disclose it, “[a] reasonable person would have to conclude that

[the] arbitrator who failed to disclose under such circumstances

was partial to one side,” even where the award itself was not
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clearly favorable to the other party];  Morelite, 748 F2d at 84

[vacating award based on “a father-son relationship between an

arbitrator and the President of an international labor union,”

without any suggestion that the father was sitting in some

representative capacity]).

MASN did not waive its evident partiality challenge by

failing to move for the disqualification of the arbitrators. 

MASN demonstrated its belief that it was improper for Proskauer

to represent the Nationals given its role as MLB's outside

counsel, its representation of MLB clubs, including one club that

had a representative of the RSDC panel, and MLB’s role in

administering the proceeding and appointing the RSDC arbitrators,

who might also have relationships with Proskauer.  Particularly,

in a February 13, 2012 email, Manfred stated that the Orioles and

MASN’s objections should be separately documented to him.  On

February 14, 2012, counsel for the Orioles and MASN complied,

asking Manfred whether anything more was needed.  On February 16,

2012, counsel for the Orioles again wrote to Manfred, stating,

“To reiterate, what we agreed to when we met in New
York on February 4, 2012 [sic], and what has been
consistently stated in our discussions and all
correspondence is that since the RSDC would not - or
believed it did not have the authority to - preclude
Proskauer as we had requested, the RSDC would grant,
and in fact, granted the Orioles and TCR [MASN] a
continuing objection to Proskauer's representation of
the Nationals and that all of the Orioles' and TCR's
[MASN's] objections, reservations, rights, privileges,
claims and actions related to Proskauer's participation
in these proceedings would be preserved for all
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purposes, without any waiver of any kind, including by
virtue of the Orioles' and TCR's [MASN's] continued
participation in this RSDC proceeding.”

In their March 12 submission statements to the RSDC, counsel

for the MASN and the Orioles expressly stated that they reserved

and preserved all rights, claims, causes of action and

privileges, waiving none, arising from or related to Proskauer’s

participation in the proceedings on behalf of the Nationals.  In

a September 2, 2013 email, Manfred advised the Orioles’ counsel

that “We would never assert that you have waived your objection

to Proskauer’s involvement.” 

Accordingly, the trial court was correct in vacating the

RSDC’s determination based on “evident partiality.”  However,

even if the dissent is correct that it must be within the

inherent equitable power of the court to protect fundamental

fairness by sending the arbitration to a new forum, we conclude,

on the record before us, that the court correctly rejected MASN’s

and the Oriole’s argument that the parties’ agreement should be

disregarded and the matter remanded to an arbitral forum

unaffiliated with MLB.3  

3 Citing Rabinowitz v Olewski (100 AD2d 539, 540 [2d Dept
1984]), the dissent finds that courts, in an appropriate case,
have inherent power to disqualify an arbital forum before an
award has been rendered.  However, Rabinowitz did not involve the
FAA and the Second Circuit and other federal courts have held
that although the FAA provides for vacatur where there was
“evident partiality or corruption in the arbitrators, it does not
provide for pre-award removal of an arbitrator” (Aviall, Inc. v
Ryder Sys., Inc, 110 F3d 892, 895 [2d Cir 1997] [internal
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The FAA “requires courts to enforce privately negotiated

agreements to arbitrate, like other contracts, in accordance with

their terms” (Volt Info. Sciences, Inc. v Board of Trustees of

Leland Stanford Jr. Univ., 489 US 468, 478 [1989]).  “Where, as

here, the parties have agreed explicitly to settle their disputes

only before particular arbitration fora, that agreement controls”

(Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v Georgiadis, 903

F2d 109, 113 [2d Cir 1990]). 

The dissent nevertheless states that, under the “rare

circumstances” presented, MASN and the Orioles’ expectations of a

reasonably fair and impartial arbitration forum in the RSDC have

been frustrated, and that the arbitration clause selecting the

RSDC as the arbitral forum should be reformed to require a

rehearing before a new forum.  In delineating these rare

quotation marks and citation omitted]; PK Time Group, LLC v
Robert, 2013 WL 3833084, *2-4, 2013 US Dist LEXIS 104449, *5-11
[SD NY 2013]; see also Gulf Guar. Life Ins. Co. v Connecticut
General Life Ins. Co. 304 F3d 476, 490 [5th Cir 2002]).  The
concurrence, citing Matter of Salvano v Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith, Inc.  (85 NY2d 173, 181-182 [1995] and Matter of
Cullman Ventures [Conk], 252 AD2d 222, 228 [1st Dept 1998]) would
also hold that “[t]his Court may not order that the arbitration
take place in a forum other than the one selected by the parties,
notwithstanding the possibility of a more impartial proceeding in
another forum.” However, we need not, and, contrary to the
dissent’s characterization, indeed do not, determine whether, in
an exceptional case, Rabinowitz should apply to cases governed by
the FAA.  As discussed infra, even if such inherent power exists,
MASN and the Orioles have not established that remand to the RSDC
will be fundamentally unfair under the particular circumstances
before us.  Thus, we leave the issue for another day, if it
arises in an appropriate case.
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circumstances, the dissent asserts that MLB and the Commissioner

effectively control the RSDC, appointing its members and

participating in the evidentiary and decision-making process, and

that they have endorsed the original award in public comments and

filings in this case that prejudge and predetermine the outcome

of a future arbitration before the RSDC.  The dissent also finds

that the RSDC would be conflicted in a second arbitration because

the only way MLB can now recover its $25 million advance is if

the RSDC rejects the lower amount of telecast rights fees put

forth by MASN and the Orioles, and awards the Nationals

significantly higher amounts.  Thus, the dissent posits that a

rehearing by the same arbitral forum would be all but guaranteed

to yield the same result, even though the panel has changed.

However, the circumstances cited by the dissent do not

warrant the removal of the RSDC.  While the dissent waxes poetic 

about the purity of the game of baseball, MLB is first and

foremost a business, governed by its constitution and innumerable

agreements and contracts.  Because arbitration is a matter of

contract, “the parties to an arbitration can ask for no more

impartiality than inheres in the method they have chosen”

(National Football League Mgt. Council v National Football League

Players Assn., 820 F3d 527, 548 [2d Cir 2016]) and the FAA

permits parties to select arguably partial arbitrators, if doing

so serves their interests (see Sphere Drake Ins. Ltd. v All Am.
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Life Ins. Co., 307 F3d 617 [7th Cir 2002], cert denied 538 US 961

[2003]).  In Sphere Drake, the Seventh Circuit explained:

“Parties are free to choose for themselves to what 
lengths they will go in quest of impartiality.  Section
10(a)(2) just states the presumptive rule, subject to
variation by mutual consent.  Industry arbitration, the
modern law merchant, often uses panels composed of
industry insiders, the better to understand the trade's
norms of doing business and the consequences of
proposed lines of decision.  The more experience the
panel has, and the smaller the number of repeat
players, the more likely it is that the panel will
contain some actual or potential friends, counselors,
or business rivals of the parties.  Yet all
participants may think the expertise-impartiality
tradeoff worthwhile; the Arbitration Act does not
fasten on every industry the model of the disinterested
generalist judge.  To the extent that an agreement
entitles parties to select interested (even beholden)
arbitrators, § 10(a)(2) has no role to play” (307 F3d
at 620 [internal citations omitted]); see also Yonkers
Contr. Co. v Port Auth. Trans-Hudson Corp., 87 NY2d
927, 929 [1996] [“As a general proposition, parties to
an arbitration contract are completely free to agree
upon the identity of the arbitrators, and New York
courts have therefore regularly refused to disqualify
arbitrators on grounds of conflict of interest or
partiality even in cases where the contract expressly
designate[s] a single arbitrator . . . employed by one
of the parties” [internal quotation marks omitted]).

 
Here, MASN, the Orioles and the Nationals expressly chose to

carve out disputes over telecast fees for arbitration before the

RSDC, an industry-insider committee with specialized knowledge on

the complex issue of how to calculate the appropriate fees that

television networks should pay to teams for broadcast rights.  In

contrast, their agreement specified that other disputes would be

arbitrated before the Commissioner or the AAA, evidencing that

the decision to carve out telecast fee disputes for arbitration
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before the RSDC was a conscious choice. 

In making that choice, as the dissent acknowledges, the

sophisticated parties, represented by experienced counsel, knew

full well how the RSDC operated, including that MLB would have

significant influence over the arbitration process.  MASN and the

Orioles knew that RSDC’s members are selected by MLB in its sole

discretion, that there are no written rules of evidence,

discovery rights or obligations, sworn testimony, or direct or

cross-examination of witnesses.  Most significantly, they knew

that MLB staff would provide administrative, organizational and

legal support, including analyzing financial information and

preparing draft decisions in accordance with the instructions of

the RSDC members who would make the final determinations. 

Indeed, while objecting to Proskauer’s involvement, MASN’s

counsel acknowledged during proceedings before the motion court

that MASN “bought into whatever the structure was, whatever

[MLB]’s role was; we agreed to that, we had to live with that.”  

Furthermore, in 2004, the Orioles had used the RSDC to

determine the FMV of the telecast rights fees the Orioles were

receiving from their then regional sports network.  In 2006,

Orioles owner Peter G. Angelos testified before Congress as to

the advantages of using the RSDC as a neutral body to determine

the FMV of the future rights fees under the agreement, stating:

“Last year, we paid the Nationals $20 million to
televise their games, which is more than Comcast
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SportsNet paid us to televise Orioles games. The
agreement provides a mechanism to revalue the rights
fees at a market-based rate through an MLB committee in
the event TCR/MASN and the Nationals are not able to
agree on a new contract. The benefits of that
arrangement to both the Nationals and Orioles cannot be
overstated. It guarantees each team a market rate as
evaluated and set by a neutral third party determined
by [MLB].”

MASN and Orioles also waived the opportunity to mediate this

dispute before the AAA or JAMS, electing to proceed directly to

arbitration before the RSDC, as the preferred entity to resolve

the dispute.  The only reason that their position has changed is

that they are unhappy with the RSDC’s refusal to accept their

interpretation of the Bortz methodology as RSDC’s established

methodology, which led to an award that exceeded their

expectations.

Insofar as the dissent finds that MLB demonstrated a lack of

concern for the fairness of the first proceeding by taking no

action in response to petitioner’s objections to the

participation of Proskauer as counsel for the Nationals, this

defect has been remedied.  Proskauer is no longer representing

the Nationals and the composition of the RSDC has changed, with

the appointment of three new arbitrators affiliated with

different clubs.

The dissent’s position that the new panel will remain

puppets of MLB, rather than exercise its independent judgment, is

pure conjecture.  An attack on the impartiality of the
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arbitrators “must be based on something overt, some misconduct on

the part of an arbitrator[s], and not simply on [their] interest

in the subject matter of the controversy or [their] relationship

to the party who selected [them]” (Matter of Astoria Med. Group

[Health Ins. Plan of Greater N.Y.], 11 NY2d 128, 137 [1962]). 

Indeed, if the dissent’s position is adopted, and the RSDC is

disqualified based on the mere possibility that MLB will unduly

influence it, it would eliminate the viability of any future

arbitration by any MLB club before the RSDC, and place into

question the viability of industry-insider arbitrations in

general.

The dissent finds that MLB has a direct financial stake in

the amount of the fees that will be awarded in the second

arbitration because MLB will only recoup its $25 million advance

if the Nationals are awarded more than the amount MASN and the

Orioles have proposed.  However, the Nationals have offered to

post a bond to guarantee repayment of the advance to MLB

regardless of the outcome of the arbitration.  While the dissent

states in conclusory fashion that the posting of a bond will not

resolve the issue, and should not be considered because it was

raised at oral argument, it does not persuasively explain why

that is so, and ignores the circumstances that led to the advance

and its purpose, turning the parties’ intent behind the advance

on its head.
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After the arbitrators made their draft decision known, the

issuance of a final decision was deferred in the hope of reaching

a global settlement among the parties.  While negotiations

continued and settlement proposals were exchanged, MASN continued

to pay the Nationals the $39.5 million per year it maintained was

due, notwithstanding its awareness that the RSDC would award over

$50 million.  The Nationals were not content with this continuing

shortfall and MLB made the $25 million advance to keep the club

at the negotiating table, which benefited both parties by

allowing the Nationals to receive the proposed award at no

financial cost to MASN and the Orioles, thereby forestalling 

litigation to enforce the RSDC award.  To allow the Orioles to

now use the advance, which maintained the status quo, as a sword

to disqualify the RSDC defies logic and mischaracterizes MLB’s

efforts to have the parties negotiate their differences without

undue financial pressure on either side.  Furthermore, given the

fact that MASN has paid the Nationals over $30 million per year

for the last five years for their telecast rights, it is

speculative at best to conclude that the Nationals do not have

the ability to repay the advance if the result of the second

arbitration changes to its detriment.

Nor does the fact that MLB has made certain public

statements expressing the view that the RSDC acted within the

scope of its authority in setting the rights fees, and that MASN
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would have to abide by that determination “sooner or later,”

warrant the transfer to a new forum.  Again, it is the RSDC, not

MLB or its Commissioner that will render a final decision in this

matter.  Indeed, while the dissent casts MLB’s Commissioner as a

“de facto fourth arbitrator,” it concedes that he does not have a

vote.  As to the dissent’s reliance on evidence that MLB has

actively opposed MASN’s claims by threatening sanctions for

pursuing a judicial remedy, those warnings were addressed to all

parties.  In taking this position, MLB was merely attempting to

protect the binding arbitration process that the parties had

previously agreed to and MLB’s constitution.

In an attempt to bring the forum dispute within the purview

of the FAA, the dissent also finds that the initial decision

reflects that the RSDC has been shown to be “so corrupt or

biased” as to undermine the expectations of the parties to have a

fundamentally fair hearing.  However, when viewed in the context

of the RSDC’s actual award, the dissent’s position is without

foundation.  In fact, the RSDC rejected both sides’ arguments as

to the methodology that should be used to determine FMV and the

award of $53 million per year was far closer to the $39.5 million

proposed by MASN and the Orioles than the $118 million demanded

by the Nationals.  There has been no showing that the RSDC was

either corrupt or biased. 

Even if the second arbitration was referred to the AAA, as
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proposed by the dissent, any panel selected would necessarily be

comprised of arbitrators with expertise in professional sports

and broadcast fees.  Thus, given the small pool of qualified

arbitrators available, there would be no assurance that all

potential conflicts or bias would be removed or that MASN and the

Orioles would be satisfied with the RSDC’s successor and “would

not bring yet another proceeding to disqualify him or her” (Marc

Rich & Co. v Transmarine Seaways Corp. of Monrovia, 443 F Supp

386, 388 [SD NY 1978]).

The dissent’s reliance on Aviall, Inc. v Ryder Sys., Inc.

(110 F3d 892 [2d Cir 1997], supra), and Erving v Virginia Squires

Basketball Club (349 F Supp 716 [ED NY 1972], affd 468 F2d 1064

[2d Cir 1972]) as a basis for reforming the arbitration clause is

misplaced. 

In Aviall, the agreement required that the disputes only be

submitted to the designated arbitrator if it were an “independent

auditor” of both parties (Aviall at 894).  The plaintiff sought

removal of the arbitrator due to a “business relationship” with a

party (id. at 893).  While stating that in certain limited

circumstances a court has the power to remove an arbitrator

pursuant to section 2 of the FAA if the arbitration agreement

itself “is subject to attack under general contract principles”

(Aviall at 895), the Second Circuit affirmed the district court's

decision not to adjudicate the dispute over which arbitrator
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would hear the matter.  The court reasoned that the dispute over

whether the auditor arbitrator was sufficiently “independent” to

satisfy the terms of the arbitration agreement did not constitute

a claim “invalidating the contract” or a claim of some type of

fraud in the inducement that would invalidate the agreement under

general contract principles (id. at 895-897).  This reasoning is

equally applicable to this case.  

In Erving, the Second Circuit affirmed the district court's

decision to substitute a neutral arbitrator in place of the

Commissioner of the American Basketball Association based on an

impermissible conflict of interest, that is, that the

Commissioner was a partner at the law firm representing the

defendant.  Here, the dissent’s criticism is directed at MLB, not

the arbitrators. 

Even if a challenge to the panel’s independence was an

equitable ground for reformation, we are not asked to replace

arbitrators who have shown themselves to be less than impartial. 

Indeed, the new arbitrators on the reconstituted RSDC have not

demonstrated any bias in the matter and there has been no showing

of an impermissible conflict between them and MASN or the

Orioles.  Thus, MASN and the Orioles have not made the

extraordinary showing of grounds needed to reform the agreement

or disqualify the RSDC, without which we lack the authority to

reform the contract.  
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In sum, it cannot be said that MASN’s and the Orioles’

expectation of a reasonably fair and impartial arbitration forum

in the RSDC has been frustrated, and there is no basis to sever

the clause in the parties’ agreement selecting the RSDC as the

arbitral forum for this dispute or to reform the clause to

require a rehearing before a new forum unconnected to MLB.  

The motion court’s decision vacating the award was based

solely on Proskauer’s conflicts, a defect that has been remedied

in that the Nationals have retained new counsel. MASN and the

Orioles have not and cannot show that the agreement is

unenforceable under general contract principles.  Everyone was

aware that the RSDC was composed of MLB owners, or their

designees, and of the inherent conflicts the panel’s relationship

with MLB created.  MASN and the Orioles have not established that

MLB, whose staff are required to treat each Club “fairly and

equitably,” would wield any improper or unforeseen power over a

newly constituted RSDC arbitration panel.  Nor has it been shown

that the new RSDC members (the principal owner of the Milwaukee

Brewers and executives of the Toronto Blue Jays and Seattle 

Mariners) have any bias against MASN or the Orioles.

Under these circumstances, to compel the parties to

arbitrate before a body other than one to which they knowingly

agreed, just because MASN and the Orioles are dissatisfied with

the result, would violate the Nationals’ right to assert their
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contractual rights under the agreement and create undue

uncertainty within this industry, and others, that have chosen to

use panels composed of industry insiders, with specialized

expertise, to arbitrate complex disputes.
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KAHN, J. (concurring)

I agree that Supreme Court correctly vacated the award based

on evident partiality.  I also concur in the result reached by

the plurality that the arbitration may not be referred to another

forum, but I do so on different grounds. 

This arbitration is governed by the Federal Arbitration Act

(FAA) (9 USC § 1 et seq.), and the substantial body of case law

under the FAA holding that the terms of negotiated arbitration

agreements must be judicially enforced according to their terms

(Volt Info. Sciences, Inc. v Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford

Jr. Univ., 489 US 468, 476 [1989]), in the absence of an

established ground for setting such agreement aside, such as

fraud, duress, coercion or unconscionability (Matter of Cullman

Ventures [Conk], 252 AD2d 222, 228 [1st Dept 1998], citing Matter

of Salvano v Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 85 NY2d 173,

181-182 [1995]).  The duty of courts in promoting the goal of the

FAA is to “‘rigorously enforce’ arbitration agreements according

to their terms” (Salvano at 181), even when they appear to be

unwise.

Here, the conduct of Major League Baseball and its

representatives has been far from neutral and balanced.  But this

was the forum the parties chose, even avoiding the opportunity

for a hearing before a panel of the American Arbitration

Association and proceeding directly to the Revenue Sharing
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Definitions Committee (RSDC).  New arbitrators have been

designated to hear the matter for the RSDC.  This Court may not

order that the arbitration take place in a forum other than the

one selected by the parties, notwithstanding the possibility of a

more impartial proceeding in another forum (Salvano, at 181-182;

Cullman Ventures, 252 AD2d at 228 [“Nor may courts direct that

the arbitration take place in a forum other than that specified

in the agreement, notwithstanding a possibly fairer or more

convenient proceeding in a forum not designated in the

agreement”]).
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ACOSTA, P.J. (dissenting in part)

Part of what makes baseball such a beloved sport is its

rules, which preserve the integrity and popularity of the game

(see Office of the Commissioner of Baseball, Official Baseball

Rules [2016], available at

http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/downloads/y2016/official_baseball_rules.pd

f [accessed June 29, 2017]).  Players take the field with the

expectation that the umpires are not predisposed to apply those

rules in favor of one team over the other.  The players win or

lose each game based on their own skills and the fair application

of the rules - not the influence of some outside force, such as

partial umpires or illegal betting.  In short, the game is

fundamentally fair, a concept that is equally important in

arbitrations.  An arbitration, like most sports, requires that

adversaries begin on a level playing field, with ground rules

that are applied fairly to both sides, and without decision

makers who will prejudge the matter.  Otherwise, there would be

no integrity or trust in the process.  Unfortunately, in this

case, we are confronted with a fundamentally unfair arbitration

that was conducted by Major League Baseball and involved a

dispute between two baseball clubs.      

I cannot recall having previously encountered such a

confluence of factors that call for judicial intervention in an

arbitration: Not only does the entity administering the
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arbitration (Major League Baseball [MLB]) have significant

influence over the arbitrators, including the power to marshal

evidence and draft arbitral award decisions, but it also made a

bet on the outcome of the arbitration by loaning one of the

parties $25 million to be repaid after an award in that party’s

favor.1  And, more egregiously still, the Commissioner of

Baseball who controls the arbitration process made public

statements during post-award litigation indicating a position on

the merits of the case.  Under these unique circumstances, a

rehearing by the same arbitral forum that conducted the initial

arbitration under the purview of the Commissioner’s office would

be all but guaranteed to yield the same result.  Therefore, to

effectuate the intent of the parties as expressed by their

contractual choice to arbitrate the dispute before a panel of

experts, I would hold that it is necessary and appropriate to

exercise our inherent equitable power to reform the contract and

refer the matter to a neutral arbitral forum, one that is

1 Coincidentally, in recent decision issued by the MLB
Commissioner’s office, the Commissioner noted that the “severe
rule [that led to a player’s permanent ban from the sport for
betting] is a reflection of the fact that gambling by players and
managers on games involving their Clubs has the potential to
undermine the integrity of the game on the field and public
confidence in the game” (Office of the Commissioner, Major League
Baseball, Decision of Commissioner Robert D. Manfred, Jr.,
Concerning the Application of Rose for Removal from the
Permanently Ineligible List, Dec. 14, 2015, available at
http://mlb.mlb.com/documents/8/4/6/159619846/Commissioner_s_Decis
ion_on_Pete_Rose_Reinstatement_u35dqem0.pdf [hereinafter MLB Rose
Decision] [accessed June 29, 2017].
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possessed of expertise relevant to the specific issues involved,

to conduct a fundamentally fair arbitration.         

Justice Andrias’s concurring opinion (the plurality) appears

to acknowledge that this Court may have the power to refer the

matter to a neutral arbitral forum other than that chosen by the

parties under the appropriate circumstances, but chooses not to

exercise that power here.  This invites the question: If courts

do have the power to reform an arbitration clause to provide

fundamental fairness in an arbitration, where, if not here, would

the exercise of such power be proper?  While I agree that the

arbitral award was properly vacated due to evident partiality -

where it was not fully disclosed that the law firm representing

one of the parties also represented the entity conducting the

arbitration and the interests of all three arbitrators in

unrelated matters, and the arbitral forum refused to take any

steps to correct this obvious unfairness - I dissent because this

particularly egregious set of circumstances warrants the referral

of the case to a neutral arbitral forum.  Thus, I would instead

hold that courts can and should refer the matter to an

alternative forum in the rare circumstances presented here.

To the extent that Justice Kahn’s concurrence (the

concurrence) suggests that this Court lacks the power to

substitute an arbitral forum even in the most compelling

circumstances, that argument is belied by the case law indicating
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that fundamental fairness is a requirement in any arbitration. 

And it fails to convincingly explain why this Court should

abdicate its inherent equitable power to dispense justice in

every case that comes before it (see New York Const., art. VI, §

7[a]; People v Correa, 15 NY3d 213, 227-228 [2010]).  The

concurrence would render this Court impotent to do anything other

than vacate an arbitral award and remand it to the same forum for

a subsequent arbitration - resulting in an endless loop of

partial arbitrations, vacaturs, and remands - even where the

parties’ chosen forum has shown itself to be unwilling to

guarantee a baseline of impartiality.  To adopt that position

would be a mistake.  In the same way that the Commissioner of

Baseball has a duty to protect “the integrity of play on the

field through appropriate enforcement of the Major League Rules”

(MLB Rose Decision, at 2), so too does this Court have the

obligation, and the power, to ensure fundamental procedural

fairness in an arbitration that is brought before it for review. 

I. Background

Major League Baseball (MLB) purchased the Montreal Expos

baseball franchise in 2002 and, in 2004, renamed the team “the

Nationals” and relocated it to Washington, D.C..  The Baltimore

Orioles Baseball Club (the Orioles) objected to the relocation,

as it had been the only MLB club in the Baltimore/D.C. area since

1972 and had developed TCR Sports Broadcasting Holding (TCR), a
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regional sports network that gave the team the exclusive right to

telecast baseball games in most of a seven-state television

territory.  The Orioles were concerned that the Nationals would

dilute the market, cause fan attrition, and diminish the value of

the Orioles’ telecast rights and other investments in the region.

In March 2005, after the Orioles and TCR threatened to take

legal action, MLB, TCR, the Nationals, and the Orioles entered

into an agreement to resolve the dispute.  The agreement provided

for annual compensation to the Orioles and TCR for the

significant economic harms caused by the Nationals’ relocation. 

As relevant here, the agreement converted TCR into a two-club

regional sports network named the Mid-Atlantic Sports Network

(MASN), which was to be owned in supermajority by the Orioles and

in minority by the Nationals and was given the exclusive right to

present the games of both teams.  The Orioles were initially

given a 90% ownership stake in MASN, which would decrease by 1%

per year from 2010 to 2032, at which point the Orioles would have

a final stake of 67%.  The Orioles would receive ongoing payments

from MASN’s profits in proportion to their supermajority interest

(i.e., for each dollar of profit, the Orioles would receive a

percentage equal to their ownership stake at the time of profit

distribution). 

Because the telecast rights fees paid to the teams are

MASN’s single largest expense, the amount of the fees directly
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impacts MASN’s profitability.  Thus, any increase in telecast

rights fees necessarily decreases the Orioles’ compensation.  The

parties negotiated the specific fees to be paid annually by MASN

to the teams between 2005 and 2011, as well as a methodology for

determining future fees.  With regard to future fees, the

agreement provided that, for each five-year period after 2011,

“the Orioles, the Nationals and [MASN] first shall negotiate in

good faith using the most recent information available which is

capable of verification to establish the fair market value of the

telecast rights.”  

The agreement included a dispute resolution clause to be

used in the event that the three entities (the Orioles, the

Nationals, and MASN) could not reach an agreement on a fair

market value of the rights.  That clause provided that, if there

was no resolution after a mandatory negotiation period, the

entities would enter a nonbinding mediation “under the auspices

of the American Arbitration Association or JAMS.”  If that

failed, the entities would then submit the dispute to arbitration

before the MLB’s Revenue Sharing Definitions Committee2 (RSDC),

2 The RSDC is a standing committee of MLB consisting of
three representatives from MLB clubs appointed by the
Commissioner of Baseball.  The RSDC’s principal role is to
analyze transactions between clubs and other parties that involve
baseball-related revenue (including telecast agreements with
regional sports networks) to ensure that the revenue clubs
receive under those transactions faithfully represents fair
market value for revenue-sharing purposes.
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which would make a binding determination as to the fair market

value of the parties’ rights using “the RSDC’s established

methodology for evaluating all other related party telecast

agreements in the industry.” 

In 2011, in advance of negotiations with the Nationals

regarding the fair market value for the telecast rights fees for

the 2012-2016 period, MASN devised a fee schedule based upon what

it believed to be the “RSDC’s established methodology” - an

accounting-based profit margin analysis derived from a regional

sports network’s actual revenues and expenses that was developed

by Bortz Media and Sports Group, Inc. (Bortz).  With MLB’s

consent, MASN retained Bortz to determine the fees pursuant to

the Bortz methodology, and on January 4, 2012, MASN sent the

Nationals a proposed fee schedule of $34 million per year for the

period of 2012-2016.  The Nationals rejected that valuation,

instead valuing its rights at more than $110 million per year

according to a different methodology, which was based on factors

including the size and attractiveness of the Nationals’

television market, a survey of the economic value of recent deals

entered into by teams in other comparable markets, and the

escalating value of live sports programming. 

The parties failed to resolve their dispute through

negotiation, waived the agreement’s mediation requirement, and
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submitted the dispute to the RSDC.3  The RSDC conducted an

arbitration administered by MLB staff, including Robert D.

Manfred, Jr., then an executive vice president of MLB and

currently the Commissioner of Baseball.  MLB and Manfred’s staff

provided significant support to the RSDC, including legal

analysis, participation in the decision-making process, and the

drafting of an arbitral award.  

At the RSDC arbitration, the Nationals were represented by

Proskauer Rose LLP (Proskauer), a law firm that also served as

MLB’s longtime outside counsel.  MASN and the Orioles objected to

Proskauer’s representation of the Nationals and sought complete

disclosure of MLB’s and the individual arbitrators’ relationships

with the firm.  MLB provided only limited disclosures, which did

not reveal the full extent of Proskauer’s representations of MLB

and the arbitrators’ clubs and interests.  In February 2012,

Manfred held an organizational meeting to discuss the procedures

for the arbitration before the RSDC; the arbitrators were not

present at that meeting.  MASN and the Orioles persisted in their

objection - which they repeated at least 18 times throughout the

arbitration - but Manfred stated that he did not believe MLB had

the authority to disqualify Proskauer.  In addition, counsel for

3 As constituted at that time, the RSDC was comprised of
Stuart Sternberg, principal owner of the Tampa Bay Rays; Francis
Coonelly, President of the Pittsburgh Pirates; and Jeffrey
Wilpon, Chief Operating Officer of the New York Mets. 
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MASN and the Orioles sent Manfred a letter dated February 1,

2012, explaining that Proskauer’s past representation of the

Orioles - which Proskauer had unilaterally terminated - and the

firm’s representation of MLB and various MLB clubs, “including at

least one of the Clubs appointed by the Commissioner to serve on

the RSDC,” tainted the proceedings.  Counsel for MASN and the

Orioles asked Manfred to transmit the letter to the individual

arbitrators (whose identities had yet to be revealed) and to

inform them of the objections to Proskauer’s participation in the

arbitration.4     

In discovery before the motion court, it was revealed that

Proskauer represented MLB, its executives, and closely related

entities in nearly 50 separate engagements and that the firm also

represented interests associated with all three arbitrators. 

Many of those representations were concurrent with the RSDC

arbitration yet were not disclosed to the Orioles or MASN at the

time.  In the order appealed from, the motion court noted that

there were nearly 30 engagements between MLB and Proskauer during

the 2½ years that the arbitration was pending. 

 The RSDC held a one-day hearing on the merits in April 2012. 

According to a sworn affidavit of MASN’s outside counsel who was

present at the hearing, Manfred sat at the head table with the

4 It was not until the instant action that MASN and the
Orioles learned that MLB claimed that it never transmitted the
letter to the arbitrators. 
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arbitrators and asked questions of counsel.  That summer, MLB’s

staff prepared a draft decision for the RSDC and all parties were

advised of the approximate amounts of the telecast rights fees

under it.  Release of the RSDC’s final decision was deferred

until June 2014 while then-Commissioner Allan H. (Bud) Selig

attempted to negotiate a resolution of the dispute.  In the

interim, MASN paid the Nationals the Bortz-calculated fees, which

were significantly lower than the estimated fees as set forth in

the draft decision. 

In August 2013, while negotiations were ongoing, MLB paid a

$25 million advance to the Nationals in anticipation of the

Nationals being awarded the same amount in the RSDC’s final

determination as in the draft decision.  Pursuant to an agreement

between MLB and the Nationals, the Nationals would only be

required to repay MLB if MASN were sold or if the RSDC awarded

fees to the Nationals for the years 2012 and 2013 at the amount

set forth in the draft decision.  MASN and the Orioles were aware

of the advance but were not apprised of all of the repayment

terms between MLB and the Nationals, and claim that they were

told at the time that MLB was lending the Nationals only $7.5

million.

On June 30, 2014, the RSDC issued its final decision in

writing.  With respect to the methodology of fair market

valuation, the RSDC explained that the parties’ agreement
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requires the MLB to apply the RSDC’s “established methodology”

(not the so-called Bortz methodology advocated by MASN and the

Orioles).  The RSDC also rejected the Nationals’ argument that

the “‘established methodology’ consists primarily of an analysis

of rights fees obtained by Clubs in comparable markets.” 

Instead, the RSDC explained, its “established methodology

includes an analysis of the income statement of the network, a

review of broadcast agreements in comparable markets to verify

the financial statement analysis, and a consideration of any

additional factors raised by the parties that may impact the

analysis.”  Applying this methodology to the parties’ dispute,

the RSDC valued the Nationals’ telecast rights fees from MASN at

roughly $53 million in 2012, with the fees rising more than $3

million each year thereafter, culminating in fees of

approximately $66 million in 2016.  It appears based on emails in

the record on appeal that the RSDC’s written determination was

essentially similar to the draft decision.

In a letter dated June 30, 2014, the same day as the RSDC

award, then-Commissioner Selig expressed his disappointment to

the principal owners of the Orioles and the Nationals that the

two clubs were unable to negotiate a settlement.  In addition,

Selig advised the parties that they were not authorized to

commence litigation seeking judicial review of the award, and

issued the following threat: “[I]f any party [i.e. the Orioles,
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the Nationals, or MASN] initiates any lawsuit, or fails to act in

strict compliance with the procedures set forth in the Agreement

concerning the RSDC’s decision, I will not hesitate to impose the

strongest sanctions available to me under the Major League

Constitution.” 

Despite that threat, MASN commenced this special proceeding

in July 2014 (on behalf of itself and the Orioles) to vacate the

RSDC arbitration award, arguing, inter alia, that it was procured

through evident partiality.  Specifically, the petition noted the

following as evidence of partiality: (1) the Nationals’ choice to

be represented in the arbitration by Proskauer; (2) MLB’s $25

million loan to the Nationals; (3) MLB’s significant role in the

arbitration process; and (4) the inadequacy of disclosures made

by the arbitrators and/or MLB as to possible conflicts.5

In October 2014, the Nationals submitted a verified answer

to the petition and a cross motion to confirm the arbitration

award and dismiss the petition.  MLB also submitted an answer

asking the court to deny the petition and grant the Nationals’

cross motion to confirm the RSDC’s decision.

5 After MASN commenced the instant action, MLB continued to
threaten sanctions, leading MASN to seek and obtain from the
motion court a temporary restraining order and preliminary
injunction against MLB and Nationals to prevent enforcement of
the arbitral award until judicial review was completed.  

In filings and arguments in the instant action, MLB and its
officials have continued to defend the RSDC award and to seek to
have it confirmed.
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During the pendency of this action, now-Commissioner Manfred

was quoted in the press as saying, “I think the agreement’s clear

. . . .  I think the RSDC was empowered to set rights fees. 

That’s what they did, and I think sooner or later MASN is going

to be required to pay those fees” (Associated Press, Manfred:

MASN eventually must pay Nats increased rights fees, USA Today,

May 21, 2015, available at

https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2015/05/22/manfred-masn

-eventually-must-pay-nats-increased-rights-fees/27735977/

[accesed June 29, 2017]).  In addition, Manfred submitted an

affirmation in the present litigation in which he states that he

advised the Orioles’ attorney that the Orioles’ interpretation of

the parties’ agreement 

“did not conform to the text. . . .  The relevant contract
provision makes no reference to any ‘Bortz Methodology,’ and
certainly includes no reference to MASN maintaining a 20
percent operating margin, which is what MASN and the Orioles
now claim the Bortz Methodology requires. . . .  [I]f MASN
maintaining a mandatory 20 percent operating margin had been
intended by the parties, it would have been very easy to
write those words into the contract.” 

In an order entered on or about November 4, 2015 (the

November 2015 order), Supreme Court denied the Nationals’ motion

to confirm the RSDC decision, and granted MASN’s petition to the

extent of vacating the RSDC award due to evident partiality. 

Specifically, the court found evident partiality based on

Proskauer’s representation of the Nationals in the RSDC

arbitration “while concurrently representing MLB, its executives
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and closely related entities in nearly 30 other matters” and

“concurrently representing interests associated with all three

arbitrators during [the relevant] period” (from January 5, 2012

to June 30, 2014).  The court determined that the objective facts

were “unquestionably inconsistent with impartiality,” and that

MLB’s “complete inaction” in addressing MASN’s concerns about

Proskauer’s conflicts “demonstrates an utter lack of concern for

fairness of the proceeding that is ‘so inconsistent with basic

principles of justice’ that the award must be vacated” (quoting

Pitta v Hotel Assn. of New York City, Inc., 806 F2d 419, 423 [2d

Cir 1986]).  However, the court, reasoning that it lacked the

authority to rewrite the parties’ agreement, rejected the

Orioles’ argument that the matter should not be remanded to the

RSDC and should instead be referred to a body of neutral

arbitrators not subject to MLB’s influence. 

The Nationals subsequently advised the other parties that

they would forgo representation by Proskauer, and moved for an

order compelling MASN to comply with the November 2015 order by

arbitrating before the RSDC.  MASN opposed the motion and cross-

moved for a stay of further arbitral proceedings pending

resolution of the appeal of the prior order.  In an order entered

July 11, 2016 (the July 2016 order), Supreme Court denied the

motion to compel arbitration before the RSDC and granted the

cross motion to stay arbitration pending resolution of the appeal
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of the November 2015 order.

MASN and the Orioles appeal from the November 2015 order to

the extent that the court declined to direct that a second

arbitration proceed before a different arbitral forum, and the

Nationals and MLB cross-appeal from that order to the extent that

it vacated the award and denied the motion to confirm the

arbitration award.  The Nationals also appeal from the July 2016

order. 

II.   Discussion

Under section 10(b) of the FAA, if an arbitral award is

vacated, “the court may, in its discretion, direct a rehearing by

the arbitrators” (9 USC § 10[b]).  Moreover, while the FAA

generally upholds arbitration agreements as “valid, irrevocable,

and enforceable,” such agreements may be vitiated “upon such

grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any

contract” (9 USC § 2).  “Although not made explicit in the

statute, courts have discretion to remand a matter to the same

arbitration panel or a new one” (Sawtelle v Waddell & Reed, Inc.,

304 AD2d 103, 117 [1st Dept 2003]).  This is a logical extension

of courts’ “broad discretion in fashioning appropriate relief”

(Aircraft Braking Sys. Corp. v Local 856, UAW,  97 F3d 155, 162

[6th Cir 1996] [discussing powers of federal district courts],

cert denied 520 US 1143 [1997]; see also New York Const, art VI,

§ 7 [New York “supreme court shall have general original
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jurisdiction in law and equity and the appellate jurisdiction

herein provided”]; Correa, 15 NY3d at 227-228).  The inherent

discretion of the courts to fashion the appropriate remedy is

necessary to ensure, among other things, that arbitrations are

conducted in a fundamentally fair manner. 

Fundamental fairness is indeed a foundational precept of any

arbitration (see e.g. Bowles Fin. Group., Inc. v Stifel, Nicolaus

& Co., 22 F3d 1010, 1012 [10th Cir 1994] [“Courts have created a

basic requirement that an arbitrator must grant the parties a

fundamentally fair hearing”]; Bell Aerospace Co. Div of Textron,

Inc. v Local 516, UAW, 500 F2d 921, 923 [2d Cir 1974] [“(A)n

arbitrator need not follow all the niceties observed by the

federal courts.  He (or she) need only grant the parties a

fundamentally fair hearing”]).  What is meant by fundamental

fairness is that the parties can reasonably expect that the

arbitrators will approach the dispute without bias, that the

arbitrators will view evidence without prejudgment as to the

merits, and that the dispute is not predetermined as it enters

arbitration (see Bowles Fin. Group, 22 F3d at 1013 [“(C)ourts

seem to agree that a fundamentally fair hearing requires only

notice, opportunity to be heard and to present relevant and

material evidence and argument before the decision makers, and

that the decisionmakers (sic) are not infected with bias”]; see

also Matter of Astoria Med. Group [Health Ins. Plan of Greater
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N.Y.], 11 NY2d 128, 137 [1962] [applying state law and noting

that even “partisan” arbitrators in tripartite arbitration, where

two party-selected arbitrators select a “neutral” third, may not

“be deaf to the testimony or blind to the evidence presented. 

Partisan [they] may be, but not dishonest”]).  Indeed, as the

United States Supreme Court has held, the “provisions of [Section

10 of the FAA] show a desire of Congress to provide not merely

for any arbitration but for an impartial one” (Commonwealth

Coatings Corp. v Continental Cas. Co., 393 US 145, 147 [1968]). 

In Commonwealth Coatings Corp., the Court also rejected the

argument that Congress intended “to authorize litigants to submit

their cases and controversies to arbitration boards that might

reasonably be thought biased against one litigant and favorable

to another” (393 US at 150).   

The Nationals’ argument that fundamental fairness is not

required in arbitration - and the concurrence’s implication that

the courts have no role to play in protecting fundamental

fairness in arbitrations - is perplexing, as an arbitration

conducted by partial or conflicted arbitrators who are permitted

to prejudge a case would be nothing more than a farce.  Likewise,

it would be farcical to permit an arbitration to proceed in an

arbitral forum whose administrator has signaled an intent to do

everything in his or her power to compel a particular result. 

And yet, the concurrence apparently takes the position that, no
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matter how egregious the case, the courts are powerless to refer

an arbitration to a forum other than the one selected in the

parties’ contract.  This view, taken to its logical conclusion,

would lead to an absurd result: an endless cycle of partial

arbitrations, vacaturs, and remands.  While the plurality leaves

open the question of whether this Court has the authority to

refer the matter to a neutral forum, the concurrence’s

categorical position would strip this Court of its inherent

discretion to fashion an appropriate remedy and would undermine

the role of courts in protecting at least an elemental degree of

fairness in the adjudicative process of arbitration.  Therefore,

it must be within the inherent equitable power of the courts to

protect fundamental fairness in any arbitration that is submitted

for their review. 

What, then, may a court do when presented with an

arbitration that was (or a subsequent arbitration that would

almost certainly be) devoid of fundamental fairness?  There is no

real dispute that courts are empowered to substitute a

contractually chosen arbitrator where there is evidence of a

conflict or bias (see 4 Commercial Arbitration § 131:17; Erving v

Virginia Squires Basketball Club, 468 F2d 1064, 1068 n 2 [2d Cir

1972] [affirming district court’s substitution of a neutral

arbitrator for parties’ chosen arbitrator “to insure a fair and

impartial hearing,” where the chosen arbitrator had become a
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partner of the law firm representing one of the parties]).  Where

the parties differ is on the question of whether courts have the

discretion to direct a rehearing before an entirely different

arbitral forum, where it is shown that a fundamentally fair

hearing cannot be had in the parties’ chosen forum.  

Although the Nationals, MLB, and the concurrence argue that

courts have no such discretion, they fail to cite any authority

that specifically prohibits courts from fashioning a remedy that

includes ordering an arbitration in a different forum under the

appropriate circumstances.  There also does not appear to be any

clear authority that under the FAA a court can direct a new

arbitration to be administered by an arbitral organization

different from the one agreed to by the parties; yet, the statute

does permit courts to reform an arbitration agreement on legal or

equitable grounds (9 USC § 2; see also Aviall, Inc. v Ryder Sys.,

Inc., 110 F3d 892, 896 [2d Cir 1997], discussing reformation of

contract in Erving v Virginia Squires Basketball Club, 349 F Supp

716 [ED NY 1972], affd 468 F2d 1064 [2d Cir 1972], supra). 

Moreover, such a result has been approved under New York law (see

Rabinowitz v Olewski, 100 AD2d 539 [2d Dept 1984]).  In

Rabinowitz, the Second Department, applying state law, affirmed

the trial court’s removal of an arbitration from the forum that

the parties had selected, because “the appearance of bias . . .

permeate[d] the entire [arbitral forum] including the board of
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arbitrators from which the arbitrators for th[e] dispute were

selected” (id. at 540).  Because “the FAA was modeled after New

York’s arbitration law” as codified in the CPLR, and “no

significant distinction can be drawn between the policies

supporting the FAA and the arbitration provisions of the CPLR”

(Matter of Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co. v Luckie, 85 NY2d

193, 205-206 [1995]), it is appropriate to apply the reasoning of

Rabinowitz here.   

Thus, while the parties’ contractual choice to select a

particular arbitral forum is entitled to great deference, courts

nevertheless retain their inherent judicial power, and their

statutory power under 9 USC § 2, to override that choice in the

event that the forum is shown to be so corrupt or biased as to

undermine the reasonable expectations of the parties to have a

fundamentally fair hearing. 

The plurality appears to view as unequivocal the quote

excerpted from a Second Circuit decision that the FAA “does not

provide for pre-award removal of an arbitrator” (quoting Aviall,

110 F3d at 895).  However, the plurality takes this quote out of

context by omitting the very next sentence of that Court’s

opinion, which explained that “an agreement to arbitrate before a

particular arbitrator may not be disturbed, unless the agreement

is subject to attack under general contract principles ‘as exist

at law or in equity’” (id., quoting 9 USC § 2 [emphasis added]). 
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Indeed, the Court in Aviall noted the plaintiff’s citation to

“cases in which an arbitrator was removed prior to arbitration on

account of a relationship with one party to the dispute,” cases

that “manifest the FAA’s directive that an agreement to arbitrate

shall not be enforced when it would be invalid under general

contract principles” (id. at 895-896).  In one of those cases,

Erving, the Second Circuit affirmed the district court’s

reformation of an arbitration agreement where the parties’ chosen

arbitrator had become a partner at the law firm representing one

of the parties (see Aviall, 468 F2d at 1064).  This shows that

courts applying the FAA have the power in egregious cases to

remove an arbitrator or reform an arbitration agreement, even

pre-award, where an arbitration clause is invalid under general

contract principles (cf. Matter of Astoria Med. Group [Health

Ins. Plan of Greater N.Y.], 11 NY2d at 132 [holding under state

law that, “in an appropriate case, the courts have inherent power

to disqualify an arbitrator before an award has been rendered”]). 

This is one of those cases.   

Here, notwithstanding the contractual provision naming the

RSDC as the arbitral forum, the circumstances call for an

equitable remedy providing that the second arbitration take place

in a forum unaffiliated with MLB or the RSDC.  MASN and the

Orioles persuasively argue that they would be unable to obtain a

fundamentally fair arbitration if the RSDC were to rehear the
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matter.  This argument is supported by amici curiae Robert S.

Smith and Kenneth R. Feinberg and the following facts: MLB’s

apparent lack of concern for fairness at the first proceeding;

MLB’s refusal to address the Orioles’ complaints of the

unfairness created by Proskauer’s multiple roles; MLB’s direct

monetary stake in the outcome of the dispute as a result of its

$25 million loan to the Nationals; evidence that MLB has actively

opposed MASN’s claims by threatening sanctions for pursuing a

judicial remedy, disparaging the claims, and making clear its

view that MASN’s reading of the agreement is incorrect; evidence

that MLB has actively supported the Nationals’ attempts to

confirm the award and/or compel a rehearing before the RSDC;

MLB’s continued defense of the original arbitration award which

all members of this bench agree was affected by evident

partiality; and evidence of the current Commissioner’s personal

involvement in the prior arbitration, including the drafting of

the vacated award, and his publicly stated views about the

dispute.  

To be sure, MASN and the Orioles were aware at the time of

entering into the contract that MLB would have significant

influence over the arbitration process at the RSDC, as is

consistent with MLB’s standard practice in RSDC proceedings (MLB

typically provides administrative support, legal analysis, and

drafting assistance).  But, over the course of those proceedings
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and in the instant litigation, it has become clear that their

choice of the RSDC as a fundamentally fair forum comprised of

industry-insider arbitrators has been frustrated.  Thus, contrary

to the plurality, while they “knew full well how the RSDC

operated, including that MLB would have significant influence

over the arbitration process,” they did not know at the time of

contracting how far MLB would go to obtain the outcome it wanted. 

For example, MLB failed to protect the parties’ confidence

in the fairness of the proceeding when it refused to adequately

address the objections to Proskauer’s participation.  While the

removal of Proskauer from further involvement resolves the

inherent conflicts resulting from the firm’s participation,

contrary to the plurality, the firm’s removal does not negate the

finding that MLB conducted itself poorly in failing to intercede,

nor does it guarantee that MLB will prioritize fundamental

fairness in a subsequent arbitration.  In fact, MLB does not yet

acknowledge that there was anything wrong with its conduct during

the original arbitration.  Thus, MLB’s lack of concern for

fairness at the first proceeding supports a remedy directing a

rehearing before a different arbitral body unattached to MLB. 

Moreover, in light of MLB’s refusal to acknowledge its wrongful

conduct that led to the now-vacated arbitral award, the plurality

fails to answer this critical question: If the decision maker

cannot see the flaws in its decision-making process, why should
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it be trusted to go through the process again?

MLB’s $25 million loan to the Nationals during the first

arbitration also suggests that a second arbitration at the RSDC

would be bereft of fundamental fairness.  At the time it made the

loan, MLB bore little risk that it would not be repaid, because

it made the loan only after the arbitrators had issued the draft

decision, which covered that amount.  Now that the Court is

affirming the vacatur of the first award, however, MLB’s actual

financial interest in the outcome of the second arbitration is

quite significant.  Since MASN has already paid the Nationals the

full amount of telecast rights fees as calculated under the Bortz

methodology, the Orioles’ and MASN’s position in a second

arbitration will likely be that an appropriate award would be

zero.  Thus, the only way MLB can now recover the loan amount is

through an award in excess of the Bortz-calculated fees.  In

other words, if MASN’s calculations are adopted (and the

Nationals’ and MLB’s calculations rejected) at the second

hearing, MLB will not be repaid.  As MLB’s counsel acknowledged

in proceedings before the motion court, “[I]f the award had

changed [from the amount set forth in the draft decision], . . .

Major League Baseball would have been out the money.”  It is

surprising to me that the plurality fails to appreciate the

incentive this provides to MLB to do whatever it can to steer a

second arbitration in its (and the Nationals’) favor.
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   Moreover, as amicus curiae Robert S. Smith points out, the

motion court described the support role of MLB’s Commissioner’s

Office in the first arbitration as “generally akin to the support

that a law clerk provides to a judge.”  Notwithstanding that

MLB’s role in the arbitration went far beyond the role of a law

clerk, Mr. Smith writes that “[t]his case may thus be viewed as

presenting the question: When is it acceptable for the arbitral

counterpart of a judge’s law clerk to have a significant

financial stake in the outcome of an arbitration?  We

respectfully submit that the answer should be ‘Never.’”  I

agree.6  Just as betting is an affront to the integrity of

baseball (see MLB Rose Decision, at 2), staking money on a result

in an arbitration under one’s own control is anathema to the

6 We should not countenance the Nationals’ proposal to post
a bond to guarantee repayment of the $25 million advance to MLB,
as it was not raised in the briefs and, instead, was raised for
the first time at oral argument before this Court.  Thus, the
argument that this proposal should assuage the Court’s concerns
regarding fundamental fairness in a subsequent arbitration before
the RSDC is unpreserved (see Matter of Erdey v City of New York,
129 AD3d 546, 547 [1st Dept 2015]; OFSI Fund II, LLC v Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce, 82 AD3d 537, 538 [1st Dept 2011], lv
denied 17 NY3d 702 [2011]). 

In any event, contrary to the plurality, the Nationals’
proposal to post a bond does not sufficiently eliminate the
potential of unfairness if the arbitration were to return to the
RSDC.  The issue of fundamental fairness involves due process
concerns, and MLB’s loan to the Nationals is but one indicium of
bias.  Posting a bond to ensure that the loan would be repaid to
MLB regardless of who wins the subsequent arbitration would not
overcome the other procedural infirmities described herein.  In
other words, the Nationals cannot buy their way out by offering
to post bond for the amount of the advance to be repaid to MLB.  
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nature of arbitration as an adjudicative process and to the

ability of courts to do justice by the parties. 

The fact that the RSDC is comprised of three new members

does not change the analysis, because MLB retains its significant

influence over the panel.  Indeed, the Commissioner sat with the

RSDC arbitrators and asked questions during the hearing at the

first arbitration, acting as a de facto fourth arbitrator. 

Although he did not provide a fourth vote, his influence on the

panel, including his ability to marshal and exclude evidence and

draft an award, remains substantial.  Given the Commissioner’s

public comments touching upon the merits of the dispute and

telegraphing his support for the Nationals’ position, it is

highly unlikely that the RSDC would come to a different

conclusion if it were to rehear the case.  While it is true that

the parties chose the RSDC with the understanding that MLB would

have significant influence over the arbitration process, they did

not consent to MLB dictating the result.  The plurality misses

the point when it states that the three new RSDC arbitrators have

not shown any bias.  While that may be true, the salient point is

that MLB still controls nearly every facet of the RSDC and has

shown itself - through its past conduct and the Commissioner’s

statements - to be incapable of protecting fundamental fairness

in administering an arbitration of the instant dispute.  Here, as

in Rabinowitz, the arbitral forum initially selected by the
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parties is tainted by “the appearance of bias,” which “permeates

the entire [arbitral forum]” (100 AD2d at 540).    

Therefore, I would hold that the matter cannot be reheard by

the RSDC and should be referred to a neutral arbitral body,

namely the American Arbitration Association (AAA).  This is the

proper result in the circumstances of this case.  The AAA is the

logical choice given that Section 8.C of the parties’ agreement

selected the AAA as a catchall to arbitrate disputes that were

not specifically covered by other clauses in the contract.7 

Although, in Section 2.J of the agreement, the parties

specifically selected the RSDC for disputes over telecast rights

fees, the RSDC is no longer an appropriate forum for this

particular dispute.  Accordingly, applying the catchall

provision’s selection of the AAA to conduct the arbitration is

the best method to effectuate the intent of the parties while

protecting fundamental procedural fairness.  To the extent that

the parties intended to select arbitrators who have some level of

expertise relevant to the dispute - a concern also voiced by

7 Section 8.C of the agreement states that those disputes
“shall be arbitrated before a three-person panel in accordance
with the Commercial Rules of the American Arbitration
Association,” and Rule R-2 of those rules states that “[w]hen
parties agree to arbitrate under these rules . . . they thereby
authorize the AAA to administer the arbitration” (American
Arbitration Association Commercial Arbitration Rules and
Mediation Procedures § R-2, available at
https://www.adr.org/sites/default/files/Commercial%20Rules.pdf
[accessed June 30, 2017]). 
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amicus curiae E. Leo Milonas - Section 8.C satisfies that

prerequisite: it states that the three-person panel of the AAA

“shall be constituted of persons with specialized knowledge,

experience or expertise in broadcasting, media rights, or

professional sports.”  Surely the AAA, a nationally renowned

arbitration organization, has on its roster several arbitrators

with the desired expertise or its equivalent; the parties would

not have selected the AAA to arbitrate Section 8.C disputes if

that forum lacked such arbitrators.

The plurality is simply wrong in its assertion that “there

is no basis, in law or in fact,” to order a rehearing in a

different arbitral forum from the one originally selected by the

parties.  As discussed above, courts are empowered to do so

through their inherent discretion and the reformation power

embodied in section 2 of the FAA.  Even the plurality, while

arguing that there is no legal basis for referring the matter to

a new arbitral forum, agrees that the agreement could be reformed

if only MASN and the Orioles had “made the extraordinary showing

of grounds needed to reform the agreement or disqualify the

RSDC.”8  In my view, they have made such a showing here.9   

8 Ironically, the plurality’s eloquent description of the
defects in the original arbitration convincingly shows that it
was affected by an extraordinary degree of bias.

9 Surprisingly, the plurality speculates that the “only
reason” MASN and the Orioles challenged the RSDC award is that
“they are unhappy with the RSDC’s refusal to accept their
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The cases relied on by the plurality are distinguishable. 

For example, the plurality quotes the Second Circuit in Merrill

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v Georgiadis, which stated

that where “parties have agreed explicitly to settle their

disputes only before particular arbitration fora, that agreement

controls” (903 F2d 109, 113 [2d Cir 1990]).  The difference

between that case and this one is obvious from the word “fora,”

the plural form of the term “forum” (Merriam-Webster Online

Dictionary, fora

[https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fora][accessed June

30, 2017]).  In other words, the agreement in Georgiadis allowed

the plaintiff to “select one of several arbitration fora in which

to arbitrate” (903 F2d at 110-111) - and none of those were shown

to be biased - whereas the agreement in the instant matter named

a single arbitral forum (the RSDC) that has shown itself to be

incapable of observing fundamental fairness in arbitrating this

interpretation of the Bortz methodology as RSDC’s established
methodology.”  That view does not comport with the plurality’s
position that the first arbitration was properly vacated due to
evident partiality.  The Orioles may very well be unhappy with
the amount of the arbitral award, but they likewise are
legitimately unhappy with the defective manner in which the
arbitration was conducted.    

Furthermore, the plurality’s suggestion that the arbitration
amount was fair because the dollar amount of the award was closer
to the Orioles’ calculations than to the Nationals’ does not show
that the arbitration process was fair, that it was free of undue
influence by MLB, or that a second arbitration would be fair. 
The amount of the award may simply reflect that the Nationals’
proposed valuation was outlandish (an issue I do not decide). 
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particular dispute.  Moreover, the plurality quotes Matter of

Salvano v Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, in which the

Court of Appeals noted that “courts have refused . . . to direct

that the parties arbitrate in a forum other than that specified

in their agreement, even though permitting the choice of a

different forum might seem fairer or more suited to the needs of

a particular party” (85 NY2d 173, 181-182 [1995]).  That courts

have refused to do so, however, does not mean that courts are

without the power to do so where fundamental fairness cannot be

obtained in the parties’ chosen forum.  Here, a different forum

not only “seems fairer,” but the parties’ chosen forum is

decidedly unfair under the circumstances.  And, critically, none

of the cases cited by the plurality (and the concurrence) holds

that courts lack the power to order an arbitration in a new forum

where the parties’ only selected forum is too biased to fairly

arbitrate the dispute.10 

10 Neither Salvano nor Matter of Cullman Ventures (Conk)
(252 AD2d 222 [1st Dept 1998]) confronted the issue of pervasive
bias and fundamental fairness in an arbitration.  Salvano held
that the trial court lacked “the authority to order the parties
to proceed [with an expedited arbitration pursuant to CPLR art
75] absent any provision explicitly authorizing expedited
arbitration in the parties’ agreements” (85 NY2d at 178). 
Cullman Ventures held that the trial court improperly enjoined an
arbitration in another state and consolidated it with an
arbitration in New York (252 AD2d at 228 [“By conflating two
different arbitrations, arising under separate and distinct
agreements, involving different parties, the court improperly
intruded into what clearly were binding contractual
arrangements”]).

Thus, to the extent that those decisions touch upon the
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Moreover, notwithstanding the plurality’s statement that

“the FAA permits parties to select arguably partial arbitrators,

if doing so serves their interests,” MASN and the Orioles did not

agree to an arbitration before a panel that would prejudge the

case in their adversary’s favor.  Nor is it likely that such a

concession would comport with fundamental fairness.  Of course,

the parties may select arbitrators who have specific expertise

relevant to the dispute and who may therefore be somewhat non-

neutral, but there is no authority that supports the proposition

that parties may select an arbitral panel that is predisposed to

ruling in favor of one party regardless of the evidence presented

to it.  To the contrary, “simply because arbitrators can be

non-neutral does not mean that such arbitrators are excused from

their ethical duties and the obligation to participate in the

arbitration process in a fair, honest and good-faith manner”

(Matter of Excelsior 57th Corp. [Kern], 218 AD2d 528, 531 [1st

Dept 1995] [internal quotation marks omitted]).  

The plurality’s reliance on National Football League Mgt.

Council v National Football League Players Assn. (820 F3d 527 [2d

issue raised in this case - by suggesting that courts may not
“direct that the arbitration take place in a forum other than
that specified in the agreement, notwithstanding a possibly
fairer . . . proceeding in a forum not designated in the
agreement” (id.; see also Salvano, 85 NY2d at 182) - they did so
only in dicta and without the threat of a forum that had revealed
its unwillingness to provide the parties with a fundamentally
fair arbitration.  
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Cir 2016]) is also inapposite.  That case involved a labor

arbitration (not a commercial arbitration, as here) in which the

court specified that “[t]he basic principle driving both our

analysis and our conclusion is well established: a federal

court’s review of labor arbitration awards is narrowly

circumscribed and highly deferential-indeed, among the most

deferential in the law (id. at 532).”  That level of deference

does not apply here.  Moreover, although “the parties to an

arbitration can ask for no more impartiality than inheres in the

method they have chosen” (id. at 548), an arbitral award may

still be set aside even “where the parties have expressly agreed

to select partial party arbitrators” and “the objecting party

proves that the arbitrator’s partiality prejudicially affected

the award” (Winfrey v Simmons Foods, Inc., 495 F3d 549, 551 [8th

Cir 2007] [internal quotation marks omitted], cited by National

Football League Mgt. Council, at 548).  

Even the plurality’s lengthy quote from Sphere Drake Ins.

Ltd. v All Am. Life Ins. Co. does not support the proposition

that party-appointed arbitrators may completely prejudge a case

(307 F3d 617, 620 [7th Cir 2002], cert denied 538 US 961 [2003]

[noting that the arbitrators under arbitration rules in that case

could “engage in ex parte discussions with their principals until

the case is taken under advisement, but they are supposed

thereafter to be impartial adjudicators”]).  Furthermore, that
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court determined that section 10(a)(2) of the FAA had no role to

play in determining whether an award could be vacated due to

evident partiality of party-appointed arbitrators, but it said

nothing about section 10(b), which explicitly permits courts “in

[their] discretion” to “direct a rehearing” once an arbitral

award is vacated. 

Furthermore, the plurality’s fears that my position, if

adopted, would “eliminate the viability of any future arbitration

by any MLB club before the RSDC, and place into question the

viability of industry insider arbitrations in general” are

entirely unfounded.  Presumably, MLB does not regularly place

bets on other disputes that come before the RSDC, nor does the

Commissioner of Baseball typically make public comments and sworn

statements in favor of one party or outcome.  And, presumably,

other industry insider arbitrations do not often include

egregious showings of bias as presented here.  By contrast, as I

have stated above, this case involves extraordinary circumstances

that necessitate removing this particular matter from the RSDC

and MLB’s purview.  

The plurality may be correct that I “wax[] poetic about the

purity of the game of baseball,” but it misses the point by

stating that “MLB is first and foremost a business, governed by

its constitution and innumerable agreements and contracts.”  This

case is not solely about business.  It is also about arbitration,
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which, at its core, is about fairness.  To be sure, arbitration

does not contain the same procedural and evidentiary rules as

litigation, and it may be truncated and, at times, not absolutely

fair.  But it remains an adjudicatory process in which

adversaries submit their disputes to relatively impartial

decision makers who are expected to fairly decide matters on the

evidence.  To say that arbitration is simply a matter of business

overlooks its essence as a tool for administering justice outside

of the courts. 

At bottom, MLB’s pervasive bias and unfair conduct has

infected the RSDC so as to frustrate the parties’ intent to

submit their dispute to a fundamentally fair arbitration.  Even

if the parties’ initial choice to arbitrate before the RSDC was

not a choice for a totally neutral forum, we must assume that

they intended to arbitrate in a forum that offered at least a

reasonable level of fairness and impartiality.  Because that

intent has been frustrated, reformation of the agreement to

require a rehearing not administered by MLB or the RSDC is
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warranted.  Therefore, we should substitute our discretion for

that of the motion court and direct the parties to submit the

subsequent arbitration to the AAA.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 13, 2017

_______________________
CLERK
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